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SECURE A DEER
NEAR HEWEY FARM

which ocrnes within hiis range, but
he doies not have much time to en
ter into the sport as he is a thrif
ty farmer and has to manipulate
the ‘ ‘shovel and. de hoe” a greater
They
secured
Messrs. Fremont Scamanan
and part of the time.
Albert Warthley do not intend to the deer at the Hewey place.
have one put over o n tlem as far
Mr. WorthlLey has always enjoyed
as deer hunting goes, so went out the hunt and is a crack shot. He
and brought home a good one sev has had great luck bird shooting
eral days ago.
|this fall and with thd^ deer,
(and
Mr. BcamiTian gives all the credit i quite likely another), will leave for
of getting the deer to Mr. Worth- |his western home with pleasant mem
ley, but we have no douibt but what ! ones of his hunting trips in Maine
Mr, Scamlman can down the game this season.

”

METALLIC
CARTRIDG1

U sed b y th e big m a jo rity o f
R ifle, Pistol a n d

W

R e v o lv e r S h o ts

T MUST be • sktitiicdon to the individual rifle,
pistol or revolver user to know that his prefer
ence for Rem ington-UMC Metallic* ia shared alike
by professional experts, crack-shot* and sports
men in all part* of the world.

I

AnJ this account*. too, for the mar LrJ increase every year
n the dem and (or R em iagtos-U M C Metallic*.
Remington-UMC Metallica are m ade for every standard
nake and (or every calibre in uae—ride, pistol and revolver.
Get them from the dealer w h o skews the *7?ed Bmll ,<\tark
of ‘K^mirigton-UMC—tha ai*n o f Spattaaaen'a Headquarters.
T o keep roa r srm cleaned and lubricated rlfhl, uae Rem
Oil. the new pow der solvent, mat preventative, and yun
lubricant

Remington Arms-Union M shJH c Cartridge Co.

€

Now Y ork

2 99 B road w ay.

-we®*rm

PLEASANT ISLAND CAMPS

HOTEL BLANCHARD

On Cupsuptic Lake. Fishing unex
STRATTO'3 MAINE
celled. Best of hunting. Special rates
In the center of the Fish and Game ; f0j. j une, October and November.
Section. Write for booklet.
Write for booklet.
WESTON U. TOOTHAKER, Prop".,
H O T E L BLANCHARD,
STRATTON M AIN E.
E. FL G R O S E . Prop. ;
pleasant Island,
Maine

Mountain View House
Mountain View, Maine
For further particulars write or address

L. E* B 0 W L E Y ,
Mountain View,

Maine.|

Ed. G r a n t’s K e n n e b a g o C a m p s
Log camps with baths, open fires, etc. Best trout fly-fishing, both lake and
ttream, canoeing, mountain climbing, etc. Excellent cuisine. Post Office
»nd Long Distance Telephons in Main Camp. For rates, descriptive circulars
•nd other information, write
CD. G R A N T <ra S O N C O ..
P. O . A d d r e s s , G r a n t ’ s M e .
Railroad and Telegraph office Kennebago, Me.

B A L D M O U N T A IN C A M P S
Bald'Mountain Camps are situated at the foot of Bald Mountain on MooselookirvefVOtic Lake. Near the best fishingr grounds. First class steam boat connections—Auto
conn ections—T w o mails daily—W rite for free circular.
AMOS ELLIS, Prop’r..
Bald Mountain, Maine

roan to c<unps—Telephone

Rangeley Lakes and Dead River
Region

AS A HUNTING RESORT
This territory is unsurpassed in Maine. It is easy of access
and nearly all the camps are open during the Hunting Season.
Deer, partridge, duck, bear and small game are very
abundant.

Non-resident hunting license fee only S I5.00
Write the Sandy River & Rangeley L akes Railroad for
booklet with map.

P. N. BEAL,

General Manager,

Phillips, Maine

PR IC E 4 C E N T S

FLY ROD HAS
SEASON BEEN A
DAY’S DEER AT
HAPPY B1THDAY BUSY ONE AT JOE’S LEAST 250 POUNDS
Miss Poor Reverses the Order of Lots of Game Hanging Around c
m
„
d i x L .1 .
sporting Notes Gleaned
from BanThings.
Ready for the Hunters
gor Papers.
On Wednesday afternoon Miss Cor
nelia Thurza Crosby gave a delightful
tea at St. Anthony’s Cottage which she
intended should be in honor of her
guest, Miss Bertha I. Poor of Andover,
a charming lady who during her Short
stay in town has added to her host of
friends.
Miss Poor in a happy manner changed
the affair to a birthday reception for
“ Fly Rod,’ ’ and she was showered with
p stal cards and pretty re ■embrancesFriends far away in whose birthday
book her name was inscribed did not.
forget the day and gave Uncle Sam ex
tra work to do.
*
- :
Among the gifts received was a
handsome birthday cake with “ Fly
Rod—1915, “ in chocolate on the white
frosting, and a box of fine records for
her victrola, from her friends at Forestbolme, Kenmbago. Mr. and Mrs.
Eugene Atwood who are still at their
elegant log camp in the Maine wilder
ness.
Miss Poor also presented a handsome
birthday cake artistically decorated
with 1854-1915 «rd C. T. C., and the
table where Miss Georgine Wilbur
poured tea and cocoa was most attrac
tive and dainty refreshments served.
Here and there about the pretty lit
tle cottage h< me of Fly Rod were Vases
oi ferns, pine and carnations ar.d until
a late hour friends called to offer good
wishes, and one of the post^s well ex
pressed the way tnatjFly Rod received
congratulations on her 61st
bdtrflb<day.
“ Don’t you care,”
I know the thoughts depressing
But birthdays aren’t pare;
Wlhy, everybody lias them!
Chieer up, then—
Don’t you care.”

(Special

to

Maine Woods.)

Among the Bangor hunters
who
Novmeber 3, 1915.
We have bad a very successful sea secured deer this week were R. A.
Plummer, L. A. O’Connell, C. E ..
son and are still very busy.
Everybody so far . lias gone out Giles and Frank Dinsmore.
Sergeant Bolding of the Bangor
with their full quota of deer. Till ere
are eight hunters in camp and more Machine Gun Co., who went into the
coming and by Saturday all the Jwoods with the hope of getting a
Camps will be full.
It has been j shot at a bear, returned without a
hard hunting on account of the bruin, much, to the sergeant's dis.eaves, but there is so much game j appointment.
Mrs. Bolding,, wlho acaround that everybody got paid well oompanied him, secured a deer, and
in the end for the hard work they perhaps Serg’t Bolding would lave
secured a buck if he wasn’t looking
had to do.
Tilths morning we have a little snow; ^0l a different kind of game,
and everybody is out hunting.
! Forty-eight deer arrived at Bangor
Will write ycu more later on. R e-! between late Monday after®con and
, Tuesday afternoon, bringing the total
main, in the meantime,
! up to 786, considerably ahead of last
Sincerely,
Joe. j year’s'mark at this time.
Mr. and Mrs. George P. Bowden of
Brewer returned Monday from South
Molunkus, wiliere they secured two
fine deer.
Three thousand trout arrived in
Bangor Tuesday room from the Mon
mouth hatchery for Mount
Desert
i Island.
Two thousand were sent to
Eagle lake on the island and 1,000
t • Bubble pond.
They were con*
. ----------- r
Dustin Farnum, the famous mov s.gned to F. E. Whitmore of Bar Har
In this city Warden John Bow
ing picture star, a native of Bucks- bor.
port, arrived in Bangor Wednesday den took them in charge.
Ellis Was® of Boston was a suc
from Los Angeles, having come 3,000 miles just to enjoy a week's cessful hunter, bringing up a big
hunting in the Maine woods.
Mr. bTick weighing 270 pounds, which is
Farnum lias seen pretty nearly the the largest one of the season to pass
wboLe of this continent, all the way through the station. He wlas hunt
from Maine to California, but lias ing in( the region north of Machine-.
Turnkey Michael Burke at the
never seen anything that can beat
the woods of Maine for health, and county jail has gone on a hunting
trip to the northern part cf
the
recreation.
Mr. Farnum left by automobile |slate with a party of friends,
for Washington county, accompanied! A T. Gailpin of Boston and E. C.
by his friend, H. Rufus Gcogins o f ; Poultney of Havensport, Pa., each
the Robinson House, Buckspcrt. In |brought down a big box of game
Washington county he will try the birds from the Greenville region Sathunting and then plans to take a urday.
Friday morning's snowstorm was
trip into Aroostook.
After that he
will return to Los Angeles, having just what the hunters have been
made a round trip of something like waiting for to make conditions ideal
3,000 miles to enjoy a hunting trip ?n the woods, and as a result, the
that Bangor people can have by go shipments of game into Bangor ought
to increase rapidly for now on.
It
ing into the woods 25 miles.
He spent the summer at Bukisport will be a simple matter to track deer
and left for California in August, tak- if the woods with a slight coating of
Greene Lake, near Bangor, and the
ing up his work as a star with the I s;’ °w on tlve ground.
Of course,
Craig Brook station at East Orland
Bosiworth Film Co.
He has been the snow disappeared in Banger, but
will receive this week a large ship
working on six Teel film adaptations in the woods, it Will remain for.
ment, about six million, Alaska
of several of Booth
Tarkington’ s some time.
humpbacked salmon from Seattle. A
Bath Times^—(Norman Howard was
books.
Because of the excellent
shipment of the salmon is expected weather, be lias been enabled to w;th his father, H. W. Howard, cornu
to reach Maine to-day; also 500 large
complete the. films before lie expect- ing from Georgetown with the doe
Pacific
coast
crabs
for
the
e i so was able to come to Maine on f this morning to Bath when, about
United States hatcheries and
for
his visit.
Among the plays that he 1x/<2 miles from Nat Howe’s place in
distribution in Maine waters.
has finished are Booth Tarkington's the road ahead, they saw an animal
This will be the first attempt of
“The Gentleman From Indiana” and which they thought at first a dog,
the government to transplant the
“ The Call of the Cumber land s’ ’ by hut which was soon seen to be a
Pacific coast crab into eastern wat
large wildcat.
They ^stopped
the
Charles Neville Buck.
ers and the
experiment will be
machine and got out tlieir gun® to
wat died with great interest by fish - “ A D A M A N D E V E ” ESTES H A P P Y fire, hut the oat was wise and trot
ennen.
The crabs of Puget Sound
IN M A I N E ED EN .
ted off at a swift pace up the road
where these were taken arq. much
and then leaped a wall into the
larger than those in eastern waters Have Porcupine Meat
and
Fish brush and disappeared.
The cat
and are said to be of high food valu
or Food and Deerskin for
stood nearly two feet high and had a
The conditions in the two oceans,
Raiment.
very long tail, almost two feet in
however, are said to be similar both
length.
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Bsites
of I Those who have seen the monster
as to vegetable life and temperature,
depth and irregularity of the bottom. Gray, Me., are getting along very we* lwck deer wlltidhi Qharles M. Day
Mqine lobsters are now being raised n their back-to-nature experiment, in ; hag lmng up awaiting a pr(>I>er ccm„
say tha,t no
iin Puget Sound from seed lobsters which they are trying to live ‘‘like j djtkm, for CUitttog m
Adam and ETve” in the woods cf the|carcaw tQ maftchl ilt lllaiS been Peen in
sent from Maine.
The shipment of salmon eggs is Dead River region.
this vicinity in years, while some are
A reporter found Estes dressed in so hold a® to declare it the finest
said to be the largest yet made. The
Hi® around Gldtowm:—at least in recent
experiments with them in thliis state a deerskin turned inside out.
have been highly satisfactory. The face was covered with red whiskers years.
Mr. Day hunted with a party
government’s refrigerator car will go and his hair came down nearly to his. of friends, around Sunnyside cottage
He carried a heavy club a- on the bank of Boom Birch stream.
as near the distributing stations as chin.
possible while in the state, and when bout three feet long, which lie term Seating himself at a convenient spot
emptied will be held in Portland for ed his automatic rifle.
lie awaited the rush, of the game
In his other hand was a piece of fr0im jbs eoVer when other hunters
a big Shipment of lobsters to go across the country from the local porcupine meat blackened by fire invad,ed {lts hidtog pil,a,Ce a(nd Well
hatchery to that on Ptuget
Sound. and dirt, which he eagerly gnawed aimed bullet stopped the onward rush
The weather, when of the fleeing buck..
This shipment is practically ready. now and then;
Then it requir
Large crates have been made for send -•> reporter found them, was anything ed the united efforts of four sturdy
ing 6,000 seed lobsters. These crates but adapted to the garments worn by men to drag the great body to the
line wind ground and through the swampy land
are composed of compartments, the “Adam and Eve” Estes.
outside being watertight, and betwee blew and snow and rain alternated. lying between them and the nearest
camp, demanding very fire
the covers and the lobster compart Estes said that with a club and pojnj.
ments in the middle are big ice con stones it is easy to knock over par- |qUteni^ resting® in order to aocom^
The creatUine was
tainers.
The lobsters are fed regu tridges, porcupines and rabbits. He |
larly and the water frequently dhang- and his wife have constructed net® bea(UltifUllly horned and iis said to
e l while even temperature is main from vines that enable them to catch weig(h at Ieaist 250 pounds,
all the fish they need.
tained.

SALMON FOR
GREEN LAKE
Millions!! of Little Salmon Arrive
for This and Craig Brook
Station.

MOVING PICTURE
STAR IN MAINE
Farnum Crosses Continent to Enjoy
the Hunting

M A IN E

et T ils Gun B o o k !
Know the right
gun to
/

P H IL L IP S ,

77?ar/'rt lever - action

Illustration shows

repealer f o r big game.
A i! popular calibres.

A well - made gun lasts a
life-time. It pays to be particular—
to buy the right gun!

V

s i\

WOODS,

\

TTIarT/n

HZnr/in

Buy a
! For 45 years the
has been the
thoroughbred in sporting firearms. W e make high-grade
repeaters only — up-to-date guns at moderate prices —
splendid repeating rifles and shotguns in so many cali
bres, gauges and styles, you have a wide choice of guns
for any branch o f shooting. They all have the modern
solid-top, side-ejecting safety construction; and the d*ep, clean-cut
Ballard rifling, famous for its w onderful accuracy.
Buy the right
! It takes only a few days to get this 128-page book into which
w e have put that practical information on guns and gunning which you need in
buying a gun. Then it’s easy to select exactly the one best gun fo r you.
■

ffla r/in

Send us 3 stamps postage today— you
get the book by return mail.

7%e 7/Zar/e/i/ 2 re a rm s Co.
3 3 W illow Street

N ew H aven, C onn.

R E P E A T IN G RIFLES and S H O T G U N S

ion was thoroughly enforced
with
AQUARIUM TO
steel1 throughout and the glass is to
in steel casings which
are
EXHIBIT FISH beset set
in the concrete.
There is a

Curator James Can Display Every
Fish Which Is Commonly
Known.
Curator James of the State Muse
um says he believes Maine will have
something which no other State has
and something worth, having when
tire new aquarium in the State Muse
um is completed and fish placed in
the tanks.
To be sure, there are
many aquariums in other states and
some which would dwarf the large
one about to be ready for exhibit
ion in Maine’te Capitol, but Curator
James says be knows of no state,
other than Maine which, as a state,
has an aquarium for the exhibition
of fish, to say nothing of an aquar
ium for the exhibition of fish snob,
as live in great numbers within its
own borders/
The work of knocking down the
forms of the new concrete aquar
ium began Thursday and the tanks
will surbiy b© very good to look at,
judging from the first glimpses
of
the concrete.
There cam be no
doubt as to the serviceability of the
aquarium as the concrete construct

deep foundation under the aquarium,
which measure® 7 feet in width and
the same in height and extends across the room for about 18 feet.
On each side of the aquarium four
glass-faced tanks will provide a
home for tine several varieties of
fish and Curator James says that
by placing two or three varieties
which can live in the same home in
peace and happiness into some
of
the eight tank® he can display every
Maine inland waters fish which is
commonly known and worth show
ing.
Th© aquarium is located at the
east end of the State Mu.se.um, and
lies north and south in its Length.
The glass is to be placed in posit
ion at once and the
aquarium
smoothed up and made beautiful.
Curator James will begin forthwith, t
secure the fish to be displayed.
Some of them he will obtain from
the water® of State * hatcheries and
some from the spawning beds in
the Maine lakes.
Fortunately Cur
ator James knows just how to secure
the fish and will have no difficulty
in supplying splendid examples of
Maine's famous sport fish for the
new exhibit.
The aquarium
has
been piped already and as soon as
it is completed the running water
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A REAL BARGAIN

fit

A fine set of sporting camps in one of Maine’s best
| hunting and fishing territories is for sale. On a large pre| serve. Excellent camps and many outlying ponds.

|

$ 3 ,0 0 0

| spot cash takes it.

For further information write

MAINE WOODS,
P H IL L IP S ,

M A IN E
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PROLONG YOUR VACATION
by having the

M AIN E- W O O D S
follow you back to the city. Fill out
the blank below, and mail with $1.00
and the deed is done.

SUBSCRIPTION BLANK
Enclosed please find $1.00 for one year’ s subscription to
M a in e W oods (outing edition.)

Name —
AddressState —

M A IN E ,

NOVEMBER

11,

wild pass through it constantly. And
then citizens of Main© and visitors
within her borders may visit the
Capitol and see there in etas© prox
imity the eel and yellow perch whlich,
gave many hours of excitement in
boyhood days and the salmon, trout
ar.d bass which lure sportsmen
of
every age to the w ell-stocke d waters^
and
o f the nation’s most beautiful;
most popular summer playground.

EASTPORT FISH
FAIR A SUCCESS
Live Fish Exhibit by State and Also
by U. S. Fish Hatchery.
East port is fortunate in having
enterprising business men and pub
lic spirited citizen® who are awake
to their opportunities and when the
suggestion was made of an expos
ition of the varied sea products of
the Passamaquodily region the idea,
met with a cordial response and by
vigorous labor on tlb«s part of Mayor
Cherry and the efficient committee
men, and with, cooperation on the
part of manufacturers, merchants and
citizens generally the whole
affair
proved a great success, highly credi
table to all ,in any way associated
with it.
Th© general committee under whos
auspices was held this highly suc
cessful Fish Fair comprised the fol
lowing:
Chairman, Mayor Edgar M.
Cherry; Secretary, George W. Nor
ton, City Clerk; and Treasurer, John
P. Hutchinson, President Board of
Trade; and the sub-committees in
cluded as Finance Committee, Aid. irman Fred T. Eldridge, Carl E. WisweJl, and ex-Mayor Jchn P. Hutchin
son; Committee on State and Nation
al Exhibits, Wilford S.
Alexander,
Secretary Board of Trade; Committe
on Local and Island Exhibits, Aiderman J. D. McGregor, and City Seal
er David C. MacNichol; Committee
on Music^ Wilford S. Alexander and
D. C. Ma-ciNichol; Committee on Ad
vertising, Roscoe C. Emery,
Oscar
H. Brown and George W. Norton;
and Committee on Live Fish
Exhiits, Edward H.
Wadsworth and
John W. Spear.
On Union Wharf, beneath, a large
tent, there was a live fish exhibit
that attracted general attention. The
■state supplied a few tanks and the
remainder came from, the U. S. fish
l:atcher.> at Bootlhhay Harbor. There
was a display of trout made by the
istate and the other tanks were all
filled with salt water fish procured
from Eastpoirt and immediate vicin
ity.
The display included cod, had
dock, hake, halibut, monk fish, star
fish, oysters, red perch, lump fish,
clams, flounders, deep sea bass, frost
ifush, dog fish, lamprey eels, sculpins, pollock, toad fi®h, smelts, her
ring, skate, lobster, scallops
and
crabs.
It is hoped and expected
tbAt this Fair will be an annual
event.

1915.

Hutchinson had already seen th© de-f
but had supposed that Mr. Dudley
was at the other side of fchejm. He
fired when he saw an object wthiteh
he thought was a tall of one of
them, but instead was the hand of
Mr. Dudley.
Mr. Hutclhiinson had
supposed that he had killed oue of
the herd until' he rushed up, and
found his fatal mistake.
The bullet
entered the head and death was in
stantaneous.
P R IC E S

FOR

PUFFS.

portunities of advertising their State
in the right way and too often will
ing to Let the wrong kind cf advertis
ing go abroad.
There ought to be
more of the spirit of certain Pacific
coast places which have ready-made
Letters prepared for their summer vis
itors to send home to friends or to
the home paper.
All that is neces
sary is the signature and the ad
dress.
Tlh.e letter i® cf any kind
desired, so long as it is compliment
ary to tire place in question.
If
Maine landlords and local boards and
organizations used this plan, and
flooded the country with, such personai letter® to supplement the ad
vertising that is obviously and open
ly advertising, there would he a
spreading of information and enthu
siasm, that Maine would profit from.
For what has California to offer
tourist® in comparison with those
that Maine offers, but offers alto
gether too modestly?
If Maine people had only invested
at home tiie many millions that they
hav© sunk in. foolish ventures in tho
West—but that is a tender subject,
and one that it is hard to discuss
with patience.—Aroostook Times., ]

Till© editor of an Eastern
paper
lias grown peevish.
He has been
pestered so mooli by people desir
ing: free puffs that he facetiously re
fers to himself as the "Peerless
Prince of Puff Purveyors.’’ He thinks
he ha® done enough for social queens
people who have Legislative fads they
wish to push aud organizations Whic
want free publicity.
So Lie has evol
ved the following scale of prices for
pu ffs:
For telling tine public that a man
is a successful citizen, when every
body knows he is as lazy as a hired
man, $2.70.
Referring to a deceased citizen as
one who i® mourned by the entire T R A P S H O O T I N G T O U R FOR BASEcommunity, when he will only be
BALL STARS.
missed by the poker circle, $10.13.
Referring to one as a hero and a
A most interesting trapshooting
man of courage and one who will
tour ha® been planned for a group of
stand by his
honest convictions,
baseball stars from the Federal, Nat
when everybody knows that he is a
ional and American Leagues. Every
moral coward and would sell out for
member of the team is an expert at
thirty cents, $6.21.
the traps and their exhibitions in
Referring to some gallivantin' fe
the many cities they will visit wifi
male as an estimable lady whom it
undoubtedly interest many thousands
is a pleasure to meet and
know,
of sportsmen who are not as yet
when every man in town would soon
familiar wiitln the many fascinations
er see Satan coming, $8.10.
of the "spert alluring.” Those who
Calling an ordinary pulpit orator
will make the trip are Eddi© Plank,
an eminent divine, 60 cents.
famous pitch,?r of the St. Loud® Fed
Sending a doughty sinner to heav
eral®; "Chief” Bender, formerly of
en, $5.
the World’s Champion Athletics, and
Referring to a deceased merchant
now of the Baltimore Federals; Ohriswho never advertised in his life us
j ty Mathewson, star o f th© New York
a progressive citizen, $4.99.
|G ants; Harry Davi®, of the Philadel
Lambasting the daylights out of
phia Athletic®, and "D oc’* Crandall,
the demon rum at the bequest of the
formerly pitcher of the New
York
prohibition committee, $6.77.
Giants and now cf the St.
Louis
Ditto for tlhe prohibitionists at the
It is planned to start
request cf the local wet committee, Federal®.
November 8th in Richmond and work
$6.77.
|westward as far as Omaha,
where
the turn will be made for the l:omeA B O U T B O O M IN G
M A IN E
j ward journey along a northerly route
j extending into New England, the last
Tlje highway situation in Maine
. shoot being held in Boston just after
this summer has brought home to
The itinerary of th*
many Main© people, particularly ed j Thanksgiving.
itors and other observer® who are in j t-lp will include most of th© larger
a way to get thieiir ideas into print, j trapshooting centers in the Eastern
the need of mor© boosting and less and Central States, ameng the cities
knocking when the subject of Maine [being Baltimore, Pittsburg. Cincin
is under discussion. For some rea nati, St. Louis, Loudsvil’e, Indianaposon or other, partly from Maine Us, Kansas City, Cm ail a, Milwaukee,
Buffalo,
sources and partly through outside Chicago, Detroit, Toledo,
and
agencies, the word lias gone out : Syracuse, Boston, New York
Philadelphia.
The
Thanksgiving
B
ay
over and over that'Mhe rain had mad
shoot
will
be
held
in
New
York
un
Maine roads particularly had and
that tourist travel hy
automobile der the auspices of the New York
Athletic Club.
was a very precarious adventure.

This was rank nonsense. Cf course
the rain did not help Maine hdgihOptimistic Thought.
vays any mere than these in other
The last to fight the first to fly.
States, and th© hack roads in coun
try towns hav© had small attractions
for tourists, hut the main roads have
THE CABIN BOAT PRIMER
been, and are, wholly passable fer
H I S is
very in- f f l M H I H I H
any kind cf a car or team. The chain
tetesting and in
of improved State highways across structive boolfcon mak- T H E
j ing cabin boats, canoes, CABIN BOAT
the State, with, many sid© lines lead |
row boats, etc. It tells
PR IM E R
ing off, is not yet complete, and will of the various streams
not be until many more millions are one can trip on with a
boat, how to
John Periey Dudley, deputy collec spent, but a very substantial begin I|cabin
equip for such a trip,
tor of customs, was shot hy a com- j ning has been made, and only on the j what to wear and eat,
paniion while hunting in the woods j detours, where construction work is |cost of a two month’s
near Griswold, on the Ashland branc j going on, has there been the slight |trip. It gives descrip
tions and diagrams,
_____ __
of the Bangor & Aroostook Rail-read, est trouble for any automobile party photographs and chapters on construction,
this
summer.
A
large
and
growing
tills morning.
when to float, when and where to land and
Mr. Dudley in company with Harry part of Maine summer visitors are other useful hints. Book is compiled of
A Little, Amos Putnam and A. A. coming now by auto and there i® no facts and observations made by the author.
It contains 267 pages, over 40 illustrations
Hutchinson, left Houlton last Thurs part of the State they cannot reach and diagrams, 32 chapters as follows:
'f
Down the Mississippi River in a Cabin Boat.
day for a two weeks’ hunting trip. with comfort and pleasure.
Trip Down the Yi kon. The Cabin Boat. How tu
The stories this summer, whatever Build a Cabin Bott, The Cabin Boat’s Equipment,
Early this morning Mr. Dudley and
Furnishings end Furniture. Odds and Ends of
Mr. Hutchinson left their camp in their source or origin, can have no Equipment.
The Skiff or Tenrer. The Gasoline
Launch.
What to Wear. Thirds to Elat, Cabin
tending to return late this afternoon. permanent effect, but their circul
Boat Expenses. Cabin Boating Waters. Maps and
They soon came upon a herd of deer ation is a reminder that Maine Landing: Lists. Floating, Floating at Night and in
Fogs, Going Up Stream. Weather, Making: f ast
ar;d at the time of the accident they people themselves are too often in and
Some Rope Hints. Land ngs, Troubles. Cars
were engaged in chasing them. Mr. different to th© advantages and op of the B' at. W ays o f Making Money. On Making

T

DUDLEY TAKEN
FOR A DEER

Notes, Land Hints. Photographing, Game andHunting Traps and Trapping, Fish and Fishing.
Amusements. Books. Trapper’ s Canoe. A Cabin
Boat Coon Hunt.

ARE YOU GOING TO BOSTON ?
Young
w om in
going %•
Boston to work or otufiy,
any lady going to Boston for
pleasure or on • shopping
trip without male oscort «MU
find tho

F ran k lin Square
H ouse
a delightful plac# to stop. A
Hom e-Hotel In tho heart of
Boston exclusively for w o
men. 630 rooms, safe, com 
fortable convsnlont of access,
prices reasonable. For par
ticulars and prlcas address

Miss Castine C. Swanson, Supt., 11 E. Newton S t, Boston, Mass.

Price Postpaid, Cloth Bound, SI.00.

%Maine Woods, Phillips, Maine.

TAXIDERMISTS
0 . W. PICKKL,
TAXIDERMIST
Dealer in Sporting Goods. Fishing Tackl*
Indian Moccasins, Baskets and Souvenirs.
R A jNGELEY.
.
MAIN*!

“ Monmouth Moccasins”
They are made for
Sportsmen, Guides, Lumbenreu
Known the world over for excel
lence. Illustrated catalogue free.

M. L. GETCH ELL CO.,
Monmouth.

-

Main*

M A IN E

WOODS,

P H IL L IP S ,

M A IN E ,

NOVEMBER

sou, a third of a cupful of bread
crumbs, a dasli, of mace, a little
grated lemon, peal and a teaspoon fail
of chopped parsley.
Mix, cool and
form into croquettes. Dip in crumb's
again and fry brown in deep fat.

N o th in g C a rs K o e p F r e s h A fter 1
j»
Ht5s C u t U p
Real tob a cco flavor depends upon the lea f being1pre
served in its natural state, possible only b y pressing the
leaves into plug form •and keeping it in b y cov erin g it
with a natural lea f w rapper.
T h e natural flavor and
strength o f tob a cco escape w h en cu t or granulated.
,
T ake a P lu g o f Sickle that is even thorough ly dried out
so that w h en y ou w hittle it o ff it crum bles into dust, but it
will bu m and sm oke sm ooth and cool as it has all o f its orig
inal tob acco flavor preserved, unevaporated in P lu g F orm .

Venison Steak

In Chafing

Dish.

Melit equal parts of butter and
red currant jelly in a chafing disili
and put venison steak in this. Cook
three minutes on each side. Serve
with currant jelly and hot buttered
toast, and for a.Sunday night sup
per dislli nothing could be more deldc-.
ious.
Deer’s Liver. 1

’

11,

1915.

hour should suffice for the roast
ing.
Dredge well with the flour be
fore taking up and froth with but
ter.
Take up on a hot disili' and set
in the oven a few minutes while you
prepare the gravy.
If there is not
enough broth in the pan add a little
clear beef broth or gravy. Season,
with salt and pepper, thicken with a
tablesipoonful of flour, rubbed smooth
with a tablesipoonful of butter, add
ing a tablespoon ful browned
flour
and spices to color and enrich. Last
ly, add three dozen pitted
olives.
Stir and cook five minutes, untress'
the rabbit, garnish
around ' with
olives, pour the sau.ee over
and
serve with, dressed red cabbage and
potato croquettes. A pretty garnish
with roast rabbit arfe slices of Lem
on.

3

’ um sized white onion stuck with six
cloves.
Add a half teaspoonful of
salt, a dasli of pepper, celery-salt
and paprika and two table spoonfuls
of butter. Remove onion, and spread
sauce under birds.
Brown one-half
cupful of coarse stale bread-crums in
ore tablespoon ful of
butter and
sprinkle around bird, laying on the
buttered crums two tea,spoonful® of
currant jelly to each portion.

GOING TO BE GOOD
WINTER FOR FUR
Demand for Trimmings and for
Motoring Apparel Has Sent
the Prices Up.

Wash in cold water, slice
very
thin and dredge thorougly with, flour,
seasoned with . salt and pepper. Fry
Rabbit Hash.
!n butter.
At the same time fry
Judging from the present high
very thin slices of ham and put a
Take cold boiled rabbit and chop price of furs and the predicted furth
W h ittlin g a pipeful is little trouble, am ply repaid
piece of ham between each two into dice with one onion. Then add er advance Maine boys will! find pro
in both quality and quantity. T r y this experim ent and
slices of liver in serving to get the three cups of the broth in which, fitable employment this winter, ajudge for yourself.
most delicious flavor.
the rabbit was cooked.
Cook twen long with, the professional trappers,
ty minutes longer, thicken with, two securing furs for the market, says
3 O unces
it as
Deer’s Heart.
tablespoonfuls of flour stirred smooth the Bangor Commercial. The largest
in a half cup of niiLk and cook un fur houses of the country have been
^
'
you use
Soak tine deer’s heart in
Season to taste with notifying those who make trappings
cold til thickened.
water for several hours, Stuff with salt and pepper and serve alone or a livelihood to prepare for a good
a minced veal stuffing,
Roast it on slloe® of toast.
winter because of the unusual short
in a covered roasting pan for l 1/-.
age of furs at the present time, and
hours and thou uncover and brown.
All wild duck should he served unless the unforeseen happens the
Serve hot with currant jelly.
rare so that the blood will follow prices paid for all varieties of furs
the knife.
Few of them need stuf will probably equal those -of 1913,
The red when they reached a record mark.
In dressing a rabbit there is a fing or much seasoning.
Theodore H. Skinner of Oneida, N.
1ittle secret that enables the cook head Is best stuffed with, celery, to
to dispose of the game odor that so bring out its flavor; blie mallard al Y., assistant to the president of the
many object to.
If the thin muscu so needs celery and just a suspic Oneida Community, Ltd., i® an au
lar membrane extending from the ion of onion, while any duck having thority on fur matters, representing
hung venison, a difference
caused flank over the intestines is carefully a strong fishy odor should be par the community where 96 per cent,
not by the length of the hanging, removed before cooking, the strong boiled before roasting, then have an of all the game trap® used ' in the
but by tl«e surroundings.
It should flavor will go with it, leaving the onion or two roasted in it to hieIp world are manufactured, and he was
Canvasbacks in Bangor, Monday.
The gall in removing the odor.
be hung in a. dry, coo.1 place, of flesh delightfully sweet.
Mr. Skinner gives some interest
course, and nobody without a cer bladder in the liver must also be should neither be washed nor stuff
Wipe with a damp cloth, dust ing facts in relation to present con
tain knowledge of venison should removed with extreme care, so as ed.
not to break it.
Among the many lightly with salt and pepper, inside ditions in the fur trade and he says
judge When it is ready to eat.
excellent ways of preparing rabbit and out, and spread thickly outside that trappers through the fur pro
with oil or melted butter. Dust the ducing sections1 are most optimistic
for the table are the following:
Venison Stew.
>
surface lightly with flour and put in regard to the outlook for the sea
into am intensely hot oven. Eight son, many of them already making
Rabbit Potpie.
Cut the meat into small
pieces',
een or twenty minutes at the most their plans to begin their winter’s
This is the time of .year when the dredge with flour and fry in pork
suffices for their roasting. Smaller work.
Cut the rabbit in eight pieces and
sportsman and hunter take to
the drippings, bacon fat or butter until
duck, like teal, pidgean, etc., will be
Last year, when war broke cut in
Add to the fat in place in a kettle with cold water to
woods and tine dally fare in many a well browned.
sufficiently cooked in fifteen minu Europe, the bottom fell out of the
cover.
When
it
comes
to
a
boil,
the
pan
a
tablespeon
ful
of
flour,
Maine home is 1 varied by game.
tes.
Toasted hominy cir
hominy fur market, but since that time there
a add a pinch of seda the size of a pea.
There are few country boys who do two. small onions chopped fine,
bread and black or red currant jelly have been two factors which, have
not bring down a few partridge and clove of garlic and when lightly This makes it cook tender more are the proper concomitants of wild brought about a great change
and
woodcock and an occasional rabbit. browned pour in sufficient hot water quickly and improves the flavor. ducks.
have
made
for
a
strong
advance
in
The prudent housewife never allows fn cover the contents of the kettle. When tender take a pint of flour
prices which will continue for some
and
sift
with
a
heaping
teaspoonful
S.:mjner
gently
until
the
meat
is
tend
these to be thrown away. Not only
W ild Duck Kansas Style.
time, according to Mr. Skinner.
do they furnish a good meal, but, if er—it will take about an hour—then ol' baking powder and a saltspoonful
The recently created style
of
of
salt.
Rub
in
two
tablespoonfuls
she knows how to cook them prop take from. th.e pan, arrange in a hot
Pick dry, removing all the feath trimming almost every article
of
of
butter,
or
lard
and
butter
mixed,
d
slh
and
serve
without
delay.
el they are a genuine treat.
ers and as much of the down as woman’s wearing apparel with some
A half teaspoonful chili saqce is then add sufficient milk to make a
Not every Maine family receives a
possible.
Out off the wings, as they variety of fur has made an almost
present of fnesfh venison, but it can deemed an improvement by some stiff batter that will just drop off are not good eating. Have ready unprecendented demand on the fur
cooks, while others insist upon a the spoon in balls. Drop these into
he obtained at certain stores in al
a kettle df boiling water and dip the supply, and this together with the
Serve the boiling stew, adding more boil
most every city. As everybody who few gratings of lemon peel.
ducks in several time®1, until
we't new common use of many kinds of
ing water if necessary.# Cook ten
has ever tasted venison knows, ven with an accompaniment of currant
scalded.
Roll in a dry cloth,, rub fur for robe®, .ccatsi, hats and gloves
minutes,
then
dish
and
serve.
These
ison should be hung for a long time or wild grape jelly, celery and corn
well and you will find your duck® for motoring equipment has been re
dumplings are as good cold as hot
before it is eaten.
And as every or hominy bread.
perfectly clean and smooth.
Singe sponsible for the shortage which the
ar.d do not become soggy if they
body who has eaten it likewise
and split open down the back. They largest dealers are trying to guard
Roast Venison.
1 stand, as they are apt to do.
knows—at least, the venison connois
are usually much nicer if allowed to against.
seur knows—it should be hung just
chill or freeze over night before
Sinc’e going into the manufacture
Barbecued
Rabbit.
Wash the meat, wipe dry and trim
so long and in just the right way.
cooking.
When ready to cook, par of steel traps the Oneida Commun
R
neatly.
Make
a
stiff
paste
of
For there is a vast deal o f differ
boil in salt water until tender, put ity has made a close and
careful
Open plump, young rabbits all the
ence between stale venison and well- flour and water and cover the
n a roaster and spread with butter study of fur prices and conditions
meat or else use several thickness way down the lower side; wash and
or bacon fat, flour, salt and pepper, j extending over a period of years,
Lay out flat in a
es of buttefed paper.
This keeps e ean thoroughly.
Lay a strip of bacon across
each and it has been
determined that
the delicious juices from running out. pan of salted water for an hour with,
one.
Roast a rich brown and serve there i® a very close relationship be
SANDY RIVER & RANGEIEY
Roast about 20 minutes to the pound. a weighted plate or saucer on top to
with, currant jelly
or cranberry tween the sales of traps and the
hold under the water.
Wipe
dry
LAKES RAILROAD
sauce.
prices of furs.
Based on a careful
and gash across the backbone
in ]
Saddle of Venison.
TIUK TABLE
study
of
present
condition®
and upon
eight or ten places, and
having j
Stuffed W ild Duck.
a wide inquiry among the fur com
In Effect, September 26, 1915.
Lard the saddle with strips of brushed it over with olive oil or melt*
sumers, and recently published artic
fire,
FARMINGTON Passenger Trains leave Farm- ! salt pork run in rather close togeth ed butter, broil over a clear
Clean and singe the birds,
par les in the fur trade journals, there
ington for Phillips, Rangeley and Bigelow, at er. Tie it to hold its shape.
Lay on a hot dish,,
Slice turning often,.
6.16 P.M., and for Phillips at 12.07 P. M. Pas
boil in lightly salted water for five is every indication that the Maine
senger trains arrive from Phillips at 6.55 A. M. an onion into a dripping pan,, with season with salt, pepper and melted
or
ten minute® to
remove the |trapper, who get® out early will have
tnd from Rangeley, Phillips and Bigelow at 2.10 a sliced carrot, and lay the veni butter and set in the oven for
the
P.M.
“ fishy” taste that many object to. a profitable winter.
butter
to
soak
in.
Heat
in
a
small
son
on
this.
Put
it
into
a
hot
oven.
Mixed train arrives at 9.35 A. M. and leaves at
Then wipe dry, stuff with, raisins, a
Because of the low prices of last
11.00 A. M.
The fat will soon begin to run and dish two table spoonfuls vinegar,
tablespoon ful chopped celery, a few season there was very little trap
STRONG Passenger Trains leave for Farmington with this baste the
with
one
of
made
mustard,
and
hrus
venison very
at6.23 A. M. and 1 37 P. M. For Phillips at 12.37
cranberries or a couple of apple® peel ping in this state, and the fur bear
Bake about 1% hours or a- ov - the rabbit while very hot. Gar
P. M , and for Phillips and Rangeley at 5.47 P. M. often.
ed and quartered as preferred. Wrap ing animals were
unmolested, so
and for Bigelow at 5.50 P M . Passenger tra in s’ hout- fifteen minutes to the
pound. nish with parsley and watercress and
arrive from Farmington at 12 37 P. M. and 5.47
the duck in thin slices of bacon tied they have multiplied and become
Melt
a
glass
of
currant
jelly
and
serve
alone
or
with
a
currant
jelly
P. M. From Bigelow at 1.25 P. M.
on with a string, lay in a pan with more plentiful than usual, which
Mixed Train arrives from Phillips at 8.45 A . M. pass this as a sauce with the veni sauce.
a small cup of boiling water season ought to be encouraging to all t.ra,pand from Kingfield at 8.25 A. M.. and from Farm
ington at 11.45 A. M. Leaves for Phillips at 1.40 son.
ed with salt and pepper, and roast, ipers, both the
professional, who
P. M. and for Farmington at 8.45 A. M.
Roasted Rabbit With Olives.
busting frequently.
Serve as soon (make® a living at it, and the amat
PHILLIPS Passenger Trains leave for Farming- Broiled Venison Chops with Chestr
as done with a gravy made from the eur, wh-o finds it a source of good
ton at 6.00 A. M. and 1.15 P. M. For Rangeley at
nut Puree.
A a rabbit flesh is extremely dry,
6.15 P.M. Passenger Trains arrive from Farm
neck® and gizzards stewed in water sport and profitable pastime.
ington at 12.55 P. M. and 6.10 P. M. From Rangeits fleshy parts must he well larded
until tender with a blade or two of
ley at 12.20 P. M. Rangeley 10.15 A. M.
Cut the chops moderately
thick with strips of fat salt pork, or else
Mixed Train leaves for Farmington at 7.30 A.
mace, one onion and a little cay H O L M A N D A Y TO W R I T E
PLAY
M„ Rangeley 1.20 P. M. and arrives from Farm and season with salt and pepper. it should be well rubbed with olive
enne. ' Cook until reduced to a cup
ington at 2 15 P. M.
FOR
W
M
.
HODGE.
oil
or
butter
or
wrapped
in
a
sheet
Lay them for a few minutes in olive
ful, strain and pour over the ducks.
RANGELEY Passenger Train leaves for Farm
oi’ and then brown on ‘both sides, of buttered paper during the roast
ington at 10.40 A. M. and arrives at 8.00 P- M.
Garnish the platter with, toast triang
Maj. Holman F. Day of Portland,
Serve with a ing.
Mixed Train arrives from Phillips at 3.4' P. M, turning frequently.
and leaves at 7.30 A. M.
long engaged in newspaper work in
If you like it stuffed, parboil the les.
chestnut puree, made in this way:
SALEM Passenger Train lenves at 1.00 P. M. for
Lewiston, is writing a play for Wil
Remove the skins from 40 chestnuts liver, add, mince fine, and mix with
Broiled Partridge, Bread Sauce.
Farmington and arrives at 6.16 P. M.
breadcrumbs
and
a
slice
of
fat
salt
and
dip
in
bailing
water
to
free
the
I liam Hodge, leading man in the
KINGFIELD Passenger Train leaves for Bigelow
Split each bird down blue back, well-known productions, “ The Man
at 9.00 A. M. and 6.38 P. M. For Farmington at inner skin.
Simmer until tender, pork into a good forcemeat, using
12.40 P. M.
Road
to
after removing the inner skins, in the wrater in which the giblets were rub with salt and pepper and brush from Heme,” and “The
Mixed train leaves for Farmington at 6 45 A. M.
This is a renewal of
Place on a fine Hap pines®.”
Season
with, with melted butter.
stock.
Rub through a strainer, sea cooked to moisten.
and for Bigelow at 12.00 M.
BIGELOW Passenger Train leaves fo r Farming- son with a little nutmeg and add a salt, pepper and any fine herb
de wire broiler and turn frequently to ar old friendship and the new piece
ton at 10 50 A. M. and arrives at 7.28 P. M. A r
Allow half a par is to be completed in time for re
sired,
stuff
the
body,
then
sew
or avoid burning.
cupful
of
cream.
Heat
in
a
double
rives from Kingfield at 10.00 A. M. and 7.28 P. M.
skewer.
Fasten the sheet of butter tridge to each portion. Spread bread vision, rehearsal and production next
and leaves for Kingfield at 10.50 A. M. and 7.35 boiler, mixing thoroughly.
Maj. Day lias sold the
P.M.
ed paper over it with skewers bast sauce under eachportion, surround season.
SUNDAY TRAINS Leave Rangeley at 10.50 A.
coarse buttered
cirum® and motion picture play rights of “ The
ing frequently.
About ten minute® with
Venison Croquettes.
M. Phillips 12 25 P. M. Strong 12.47 P. M..
before taking the rabbit from the spoonfuls of curranf jellliy. For the Red Lane’’ to the Paramount Pict
arriving at Farmington 1.20 P- M. Returning
leave Farmington at 1.50 P. M. Strong 2.22 P. M.
Chop cold venison and measure a oven uncover, to allow it to brown. bread sauce cook two cupfuls of ure Corporation and a play on the
Phillips, 2.45 P. M., arriving at Rangeley at 4.25
cupful.
Thicken half a pint of Care should be taken not to over- milk and one-half cupful of fine stale screen will be wrought from the pop
P.M.
They should be juicy breadcrums in a double boiler for ular novel that came from Maj. Day’ s
F. N. BEAL, Gen’ l Manager,
stock with browned flour, add a tea ccok rabbits.
Phillips, Maine.
An twenty minutes, together with a med pen.
spoonful of currant jelly, the veni- and a little rare on the bone.
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MENUS IN THE
GAME SEASON

How to Prepare the Wild Birds
and Venison So They Are Delicious.
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GAME SHIPMENTS
AT BANGOR
M. G. Sen gel, Bangor,

2

Mrs. M. G. Cowan,
2
Buck sport,
2
Often as a child I have stood by J Fraser, Boston,
001'ING EDI n o r*
St. Anthony’s Cottage,,
2
. ..................................... •• $1.00 per year
the side of the anvil in Uncle Obed’s 1.. Epple, Boston,
Phillips, Maine,
i
LOCAL EDITION
shop, for when but 14 years old and F LeBrand, Boston,
Nov. 8, 1915.
12 an-.t IS p a n e s ................................ $l.5£ per year
J. Guterman, Fort Wayne,
school
was
not
keeping
lie
worked
With
tine
Novemb
er
clays
way
Canadian, Mexican. Cuoan and Manama aubi
Ind.,
black
aaription SO cents extra. Foreign subscription down heme in Maine comes tlhe first wit IV his father learning the
i
H. Hudson, Bangor,
6 cents extra.
snowstorms. Already we lave had smith’s trade.
It was music to hear strokes
on Batch©Ider & Snyder,
one, but the sunshine quickly dispose
A nteied as second class matter, January 21.
2
Boston,
the
anvil
and
watch
tine
sparks
fly.
i »#9. at tne postoflice at Phillips. Maine, under ed of most of it, but the field® and
2
hillsides, “ Old Mount. Blue,’'’
“ Old Then as children we would ask him Dell Chase, Worcester,
the A c t or March 3. 1879.
Mount Abram” and Saddleback have to tell about the moose hunts and D. R. V. Stuart, Rochester,
1
Tne Maine Woods thoroughly covers the entire taken on their white mantle
N. H.,
which the big fish he had caught way off
state ext Maine as to Hunting. Trapping, Camp*
John Wallace, Centred ale,
in
the
Rangeley
Lakes.
will
be
over
ttiehi
for
the
next
sax
ate and Outing news, and ths Franklin county
2
R. I.,
or eight month®.
The first deer ever shot in Fuankocally.
Maine Woods solicits communications and fish
“ Such delicious, clear, s-parkliing Iin county fell at tlhe sure aim. from John Wallace, Centredale,
«nd game photographs from its readers.
1
R. I.,
air! w h y! It is better -than any ton- young Russell’®, rifle, with the lead
When ordering the address o your paper
Ciias
E.
Clark,
Rochester,
to
the
physicians
ever
prescribed
for
bullets
lie
made
himseif,
whdchi
not
hanged, please give the oid aa wed as new
1
N. Y.,
me,” said a city caller the
other often missed the mark.
This deer
d dress.
2
C.
H.
B
ral
ey,
Bos
toil,
morning after a two-mile hike over he shot up on Cupisuptic lake. Each
T H U R S D A Y , N O V E M B E R 11, 1915.
winter Luthier Russell would take his A. Coombs, Foxboro, Mass., 1
the country road.
This week I received an invitat "moose sled,” which wias- a
llong Batohelder & Snyder,
Boston,
1
ion to a wedding that will interest narrow one,, made at home with iron
A P P L I C A T I O N S FOR L IC E N S E S
the many friends who at the Moun runners and start off for a week or E. W. Potter, Spencer, Mass. , 2
1
tain View House have had tire two hunting, and young Obed sOiot Lawrence &. Co., Boston,
Fishermen
Who W a n t to Use Nets pleasure of meeting Mr. and Mrs. h.is first moose wflnen less than
1
17 F. L. Young, Water vllle,
He also N. E. Dressed Meat Co.,
Benj. B. Biryam and sons of New1 years -old at Kenaeb-aigio.
Keeping Land Office Busy.
1
Boston,
York.
The invitation read:
“ Mr. shot another there several years' lat
1
F. Turlotte, Bangor,
and
Mrs.
Ferdinand
William
Lafrentz
er.
Up
on
Cupsiupti-c
he
shot
two
The work of attending to applica
A J. Francis, Reading,
tion® for licenses to net suckers, requent the honor of your presence j of the huge animal® and three at
2
Mass.,
at
the
marriage
of
their
daughter
Long
Pond,
and
that
washis
favorite
eel, and certain other fish,, which Is
W. A. Banta, Long Island,
Hazel
Rosalind
to
Mr.
James
Taylor
1
hunting
ground
for
there,
when
hut
attended *to in the State Land’ office,
2
N. Y.,
is raipidly reaching such proportions Bryan on Thursday, the twenty-third j 16 he shot the only bear he ever
1
0. B. Peters, Augusta,
of
November
at
half
after
eight
o
’:
saw
in
the
wilder
ness.
It
was
on
as require a large amount of attent
1
Mrs. A. Jackins, Veazie,
ion on the part of officials of this, clock at Plymouth church, Brooklyn, the sihore of Lcng Pond Later in Life
1
H. Bodreau, Bangor,
New'York.”
We
hope
Mr.
and
Mrs.
|
Mr.
Russell
built
a
camp
and
for
office.
The work strictly is under
E. A. Lewis, Waterbury, Ct., 2
the direction of the fisih, and game P mj. B. Bryan will return another i many summers the family spent
2
E. R. Call, Bangor,
year,
acompanied
by
their
son
and
muchtime
there.
commission but is handled in
the
1
H. C. Hutchinson, Boston,
is
bride
to
whom
their
many
friends
There
was
no
game
laws
more
than
land office through- Commissioner
W.
L.
Hayward,
Uxbridge,
Mace's other capacity as a mem they have met at the Rangeleys jo in ! half a century ago and Like others
1
Mass.,
ber of the fish and game commission ia wishing them years of health, hap-! of the scattered families in this then
1
remote region, Luther Russell went Dr. P. PLaisted, Boston,
One hundred and fourteen licenses |P’ nesf and prosperity
1
after his ••..loose each winter to sup- T. H. Wheeler, Boston,
have been granted so far this year,
1
G.
P.
Stevens,
Old
Town,
A
Letter
from,
friends
at
Upper
ply
the
family
withwhat
fresh
meat
and all these licenses will expire on
2
James M. Jackson, Boston,
that , F ey needed.
Dec. 31.
The fees range in amount Dam gives me hunting news
1
j H. P. Gardner, Portland,
will
surely
be
of
interest
to
the
The
fishing
at
Range!
ey?
Why
I
from $2 to $71 dependent upon the
have not forgotten when Uncle Obed B. E. Dresser, Uxbridge,
abundance- of the fisih in the local Maine Woods readers.
Mass.,
1
On
Tuesday
morning
the
following
came home with all the “ great big
ities in which the applicant receives'
i D, F. Dougherty, Old Town, 2
party
of
Lewiston
gentlemen
returntrout,”
weighing
from
3
to
6
and
8
permission to conduct
operations.
1
1 D. Gallagher, Brewer,
The territory regularly
allotted to ed home from a week’s- hunt “ some pounds each, lie wanted.
1
L.
F.
Donahue,
Boston,
each person on any stream includes
J. J. O’ Brine, Riverside,
range of 1,000 feet.
While suckers
Conn.,
1
are the fish which, are most in de with a rifle they had ten as hand- beauties,” and only in the river did
1
E.
W.
Lunt,
New
Canaan,
some
deer
as
ever
were
taken
to
they
catch
the
salmon
wlhitlh
came
mand, the law provides the same re
2
Ada Leavitt, Bangor,
The party includ- up Sandy River from the Atlantic,
quirements for the taking of eels, their home city.
i
A.
T.
Esterbrooks,
Boston,
ed
three
well-known
physicians,
DocIn
the
twilight
in
the
cozy
home
yellow perch, ahd chubs—in all cas
i
G. W. Clement, Boston,
es applying only where the fish are
J. New land, Norwalk, Conn., i
taken by pots, traips, or nets.
A
! W. W. Richards, South Boston,
Mass.,
i
eel are to parties who conduct their and T. C. White. Their guides were j these good old times, and the dear
L.
J.
Young.
Haverhill,
Orrin
Dyke
and
son,
Oscar
Dykie,
1
ones
‘‘w
lo
have
crossed
the
silent
ecterpriise on the Androscoggin riv
j
Mas®.,
„
2
Archie
Poor, river.’’
er.
The best market of
their Clayton Sweet and
! L. J. Young, Haverhill,
Surely
that
was
a
week’s
hunting
j
In
1849
Mr.
Russell
married
Miss
catch, is found in New York.
In
Mas®.,
1
*
Sarah Ellsworth of Avon and for
every case the petitions are placed trip to be proud of.
1
The front hall dining room
was over 60 years they traveled life’s Charlies Fox, Bangor,
in the hands of a game warden who
1 George Mosle, .Bangor,
1
Uncle Cbed
first determines whether or not the not closed until last Saturday and pathway together.
1
territory asked for is in localities Chef Himdie left for a visit to Ber- : only a small boy when he began to I). Sylvester, Portland,
9
j L. W. Wyman, Hallow-el1
!,
where game fishing would be abject
9
wood that on Sunday used to fill W. H. Jones, Boston,
ion on this ground, what a proper in Bangor.
(A.
E.
Grant,
Haverhill,
'he big iron stoves, sweep the cihurc
fee would be for the particular lo1V1T- ana Mrs- German M
Maes.,
l
Monday ar:d for 66 consecutive years he rung
cality.
Tlie fact that the catching ! ^ rs- Margaret Mason on
of the suckers removes a source of ■weD^ to Andover for a few days be- the hell of the Union dhuncih, not |F. W. Burleigh, Fitchburg,
Mass.,
l
desirable game fish, and also involv- ! f°'re going to Lynn, Mass., for the only to call the good people of Phil
lips “ to meeting,” but for funerals 1Edw. S. Crocker, Fitchburg,
ea the payment of fees in such large 1w‘ nLerMass.,
l
Mrs. Orrim Dyke will be the cook and weddings, and for years the
numbers as to provide a substantial
A
P.
George,
Haverhill,
for
the
winter.
eiang,
clang
of
the
old
bell
told
whe
source of revenue, game
officials
2
Mass.,
School has closed and Mr.
and j there was a fire and all' turned out
fee* that this comparatively new en
i
Charles Arbo, Bangor,
Mrs,
Walter
Chadwick
and
children
to
give
aid
when
needed,
terprise is decidedly beneficial to
2
are now visiting in Holden.
Often when a little child I have, Alex Simpson, Vinallhaven,
the State.
1
It is quiet at the Dam now, but heard the hell as it commenced to 1F. W. Dnefas-t, Danville, 111., i
i
soon it wall he mid-winter and a big toll and mother would say “ Hush |T. A. Tingler, Paris, 111.,
2
crew of txlen will cut the wood and child, Obed is tolling the bell. Some C. V. Wing, Boston,
2
E.
G.
Gifford,
Boston,
fill the ice-house for next year.
one is dead,” for in those days it |
Mr. and Mrs. Ohflis. Grant wffill be was the custom when anyone in the IE. S. Burtb, Ridge Farm,
1 1 1 .,
i
.-it home for any callers wlho come village was callied by death, to toll
i
that way, and on Tuesday and Fri the bell a stroke for each,* year of L. Wilson, Bar Harbor,
F. I. Gass, Bangor,
i
Down in PMippsbury Saturday, a day the maifl comes over from Betpis. their age and if one of the town’s
2
folks was dangerously ill often there G. H. Jacob®, Boston,
deer hunter with a single barrelled
T.
Fays,
Boston,
i
On Tuesday afternoon., November was no need to ask for wihicm, the
gun that had a bore like that of a
A.
F.
Moulin,
Boston,
i
4th,
just
as
the
sun
was
going
dowh
bell was tolling.
It was often a
young cannon, rested it, cocked,
G. L. Wi!d, Boston,
i
behind
the
hills,
painting
the
sky
a
bard
task
jn
mid-winter
to
cLimb
to
over a stone wall and trained to
2
W.
Gordiner,
Boston,
cover a spring some distance away gold and s-cariet, I crossed the street the belfry and at intervals of 30
2
J. Griffin, Boston,
wrer-e he knew deer came to quench, to call on my old friend and neighbor, seconds strike the great iron, tongue
D.
A.
Littlefield,
Boston,
2
their thirst.
He had not
been tne friend of my father and mother, against the hell once for each year
1
G.
H.
Hoxie,
Dover,
Me.,
“
Uncle”
Obed
Russell,
as
he
is
call
o,f life for the one who had gone.
there long before along came a deer
John Newla-nd, White Plains, 1
It was his
and he aimed the gun and was about ed by the village folks.
Then as through, the village street
Mrs. John C. Wood, Scarsdale,
90th
birthday,
and
many
called
to
of
the proaession. followed their friendsto pull the trigger, when he either
N. Y.,
1
fer
congratulations,
absent
ones
sent
to their resting place by the side of
had a sudden, attack of “ buck fever,”
Mrs.
John C. Wood, Scarsdale,
the river the hell was tolled and the
cr really was in doubt if the animal card®, letters and gifts.
N. Y.,
1
Mr. Rus-sell was born ‘‘o-ver on the streets were quiet. All this was a
was a deer.
At any rate he- did
Batchelder & Snyder,
rot pull the trigger and before he Kennebec,” in the village of Bing work of love, for Mr. Russell never
Boston,
1
decided that the creature was a deer ham, in a house that still stands.
received pay for his service as sex
W.
H.
Bent’ey,
Portland,
1
Obed
was
thirteen
years
of
age
ton.
and to blaze away, along the road
Howard L. Cc'le, New York, 1
came an automobile and the deer fled when h.is parents;, Mr. and Mrs.
When in Strong at Porter’s hall
W. PI. Bentley, Brooklyn,
Luther
Russell
moved
across
coun
running directly in front of the ap
the Republican party was
formed,
N. Y.,
1
proaching car and disappearing
in try to thd little village of Phillips.
Mr. Russell was there, and -has nevE!ld® Was®, Boston,
1
It
was
a
small
village
nearly
a
the woods after jumping a stone wall
e~ missed casting a Republican vote
1
century ago, for on thte side of the since, and as lie is allways on the A. P. Webster, Barger,
J. PI. March, Bangor,
1
While younger men were securing river {here was only nine houses at right side does, not believe in wom
R.
E.
York,
Bangor,
2
tlie
“
lower
village”
and
a
few
more
an suffrage.
the woods far and near for deer, J.
2
S. W. Huitclhims, Bangor,
Nelson Can dage, of East BluieftiiM, at the “ upper village.”
All hope to shake hands, and offer
W,
W.
Raines,
Bangor,
1
The
“
meeting
house”
had
been
who is over seventy years old, and
congratulations to this ever cheerful
Gertrud© Smith, Bangor,
1
because of poor health not able to built two years' before, and the bell and kind old gentleman on his 100th
A.
T.
Galpin,
Boston,
1
follow the chase as jn years gone by, which is now on the Parish House,, b’ rtbday, and that as now he will
E.
C.
Poulfney,
Haveuspert,
was
the
first
and
only
hell
to
be
shot two deer in his field last Fri
daily be seen on tlie street, where
Pa.,
1
heard to echo through the forest so he always receives a hearty greet
day afternoon.
G.
E.
Burgess,
Sangerville,
2
far up the Sandy Riyer.
ing.
Business M anager
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.
V. Mansell, Old Town,
1
H. M. Stevens, Guilford,
1
J. W. Lee, Danville, 111.,
1
1 ”
F. A. Tingley, Pari®, III.,
C L. Bai-th, Ridge Farm, 111. 1 If
Helen Allien, Boston,
2* ”
2 ”
W. H. Allen, Boston,
>>
2
W. Chase, Boston,
W. Chase, Boston,
1 hear
2 deer
F. Morey, Boston,
Isaac M. Thomas, Wilkesbarre,
2 10
Pn„
**
2
William Valleily, Boston,
2
E. J. P’ort, Boston.
if
2
E. J. Leonard, Boston,
G. M. Whalen, Bar Harbor, 1
Mrs. R. L. Knight, Pine
2
Point,
2
J. R. Knight, Pine Point,
»f
2
11. D. Goud, Portland,
•
L. R. Skillioi, South
Portland,
2
1
L. A. O’Connell, Bangor,
1 »»
C. E. Giles,, Bangor,
>)
2
Frank Dinsmone, Bangor,
99
R. A. Plummer, Bangor,
i
i
P’ red McGeonge, Boston.,
2
A. Dennison, Cincinnati,
Mrs. Jameson, Overbrook,
1
Pa.,
Mrs. Jameson, Overbrook,
1
Pa.,
99
0. W. Merrill, Richmond,
1
1 *r
B. W. Robinson, Belfast,
1
John A. Taylor, Bath,
Frank A. Faye, Caldwell,
N. J.,
1 yy
W. L. Carter, Boston,
1 i>
George Wallace, Jr.,
Fitchburg,
2
)»
E. M. Rogers, Boston,
2
Jesse Dennis, Athol, Mass., 1
T< m Drew, Boston,
1
Jesse Dennis, Alton, Mass., 1 **
PI. W. Bartlett, Plymouth,
99
Mass.,
1
C. D. MicDcnald, Boston,
1 99
F. Rip,!©y, Jr., Troy, N. Y., 1 99
1 V
P. Chad bourne, Dover,
I*
C. Bean, Dover,
1
y>
A. J. Keith, Old Town,
2
C. B. Porter, Old Town,
2 99
J. F. Gould, Bangor,
2
H, W. Owen, Lewiston,
1 **
W. B. French, Rockland,
Mass.,
1 ii
It. A. Allen, Watervjlle,
1
M. E. Fitzgerald, Waterville, 1 •
F. Bucher, Dayton, O.,
2 »i
E. Wilbur, Danielson, Ct.,
1 ii
M. C. Austin, Manchester,
.N. H.,
1
W. P. Hadley, South Billerica,
'i
Mass.,
1
C. E. Smiths New York
t ity.
2
F. F . Wash' urr, New Britain,
N. Y.,
1 ”
G. Eberlrrdt, Foxcroft,
1 .» |
*• 3
G F. Eaton, New Haven,
1
W P. Hadley, Boston,
1
S. F. El Mott, Westbrcok,
1 ”
2
W. L. Phaser, Lynn. Mass.,
"
a
Louis Rich, Lincoln,
i
•»
T A. Shaft, Tanentum, Pa., i
”
1
E J . McGinley, Tarentum,
ll
Pa.,
i
W. N. Stuart, Boston,
2
L. S. Ohilcott, Bangor,
1 ll
ll
Clifford Jones, Bar Harbor, 1
Frank Townsend, Bar Mills, 1
S. S. Kit so. Bar Mill®,
1 % %
John W. Jacchs, Wells
Beach,
1
A. E. Littlefield, Weils
Beach,
»
2 .» {
A A. Steel, Jersey City,
N. J . ,
1 yy
C. L. Blakely, Gardiner,
1
*»
M. E. Saw.tedde, Augusta,
2
R. Doliff, Portland,
2
yy
H. H. Hub hard, Boston,
2
PI. S. Small, South Sebec,
1
” *1
*»
T. E. Higgins, South Sebec, 2
L E. Morrison, Lagrange, 2
G. Gibbon®, Bangor,
1
»»
1. W . Barker, Bangor,
2
”
G. A. Singed,, Bangor,
2
•>
T C. Baigbym, Banger,
2
B R. Williams, Fairfield,
1 *i
W H. Jones, Boston,
1 hear
*
Batchelder & Snyder,
Boston,
1 II
Almond Fowler, Bangor,
1 doer
”
Ralph Young, Bangor,
1
Ackerley Rowe, Boston,
1
Gard ner Rowe, Best on,
1 If
C. C. Con forth, Boston,
1 >•
H. L. Worcester, Boston,
1 »»
J. A. Pendleton, Belfast,
1 V
H S. Stone, Belfa®t,
1 If
Mrs. J. Clement, South
Sebec,
1 If
Dr. P. A. Hoyt, Ludlow,
»»
Mass.,
2
Wm. P. Buck, Boston,
2
M. C. Adams, Madison,
1
F. A. McDonald, Portland. 2
»
W. P. Smith, Portland,
2
R. Miller, Wilkes-Barre
Pa.,
1 py
Bill F’orefit, Bangor,
1 ii
Ben Forest, Bangor,
1 ”
ii

ii
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CLASSIFIED

their winter’s supply of coal. A ear
oi 1,500 tons arrived in Farmington
One cent ■ word in advance. No headline or last Thursday ndiglht.
This coal all
ather display. Subjects in a. b. c. order
has to be handled over twlice, about
fVR SALE OR EXCHANGE—Young, 20 shuoveler® being employed 10 day6
*ound, acclimated horses. Both heavy to do the work.
ind light.
’Phone 14-4. R. C. Ross.
PiJliiips, Me.
FOR SALE—Desirable house lots in
Phillips.
Addresis Maine Woods.
PRESSED b,ay at $16 per ton. Small
pigs and sihcats.
B. F. Beail, Phil
lips, Me.

FIRE DESTROYS
BARNJUM PLANT

WOODS,

P H IL L IP S ,

M A IN E ,

NOVEMBER

county.
The biig year was 1913
when 22 deer were brought into the
center by local and outside hunters.
Everything favored the hunter® that
, ar.. The conditions were ideal and
a fall of snow at the opening made
it possible to track all injured deer
and capture them.
It is very un
likely that any such record of killing
will ever again be reported from the
town.
Since that time the deer
have to a considerable extent ab
andoned their usual haunt® on the
hills about Mon,son.
Last year there were only 13 Mon
son men who were successful in
bringing down one of the beauties.
The successful hunters were: F. 0.
Bard,well, 93-pound buck; John Wade,
120-pound buck; Tony Alomzo, 125pound buck; Homer Brad way, 125pound buck; Walter Bradway, 115pound doe; Homer Booth, a small
dee; Henry Pease, 172-pound buck;
ad
Note® From Massaehiusietts

11, 1915.

o

tl at the man could net b,e prosecut
ed for the reason that the cemetery
wa® private property and there were
no signs in the burying ground forbiding shooting. Some warning signs
will be posted at once, and the next
individual caught shooting in
the
cemetery will not escape as easily
a® the chap did recently.— Bidde.ford
Record.

a person to take
reached the Limit.

ten

ducks

they

Tine biggest buck deer ever brought
into Bridgton whs shot by
Arthur
Cole of that town, who, witlx Mrs. J.
Bennett Pike, Mrs. Ida Moody, and
Mis® Margaret Moody, has been at
Carrabasset for a few day® hunting.
Th e deer weigh ed 265 pound®,.

Bath, Times—William E. Rowe of
Five Island® left Saturday on iiis
annual gunning trip to Black Brooks
Camp, accompanied by A. K. Wilson
cf Tiliomaston.
This is hi® fifth trip
to Black Brook.
On his first trip,
he returned with, an empty bag. On
t'ue second, third and fourth hi® luck
changed.
With six shots he landed
six deer.

A capture of an unusual kind wa®
made Monday morning by Horace
Bailey at his home in Woolwich. Mr.
Bailey heard a commotion among hi®
TRAPPERS ATTENTION—Raw furs
hens and duck® and on investigating
wanted.
Get the highest prices wit
found a big owl hard at work kill
reliable assortment.
Send for price
ing and eating the biirdsi.
He put
A& we go to press we learn of
list.
H. Haimowioz, manufacturer,
on a pair of heavy gloves and after
the destruction by fire of the F. J.
267 Main St., Paterson, N. J.
a hard struggle captured the owl,
D. Barnjum plant at Baist Madrid in
which, is of the homed variety, stand
cluding
the
mill,
storehouse
and
one
WANTED—By man and wife a posit
There
A catch of 1,353 walrus, the larg ing 15 inches high.
ion as cook in woods.
References. or two of tike camps, etc.
which
est ©ver made in one season, was re
Address L. E. S., % Wesley Stet were some loaded flat cars
Another party of Augusta hunt
were set loose and they started
ported by Capt. O. A. Annevik of
son, Range ley, Maine.
ers
have taken the warpath for
down the track and w©nt about four
tine steamier Corwin, whfijoh returned
FOR SALE—Cne Pair
gcod
2700 mile® and jumped the track.
We Alfred Borgenscn, 225-pound buck; to Seattle from a five months’ cruise Aroostook county, going as fair as
pound work horses. Would exchange understand that no cars were burned Michael
The Corwin made Boundary Station, and will devote
Shaughnessey,
100-pound in the Arctic.
for cows.
W. S. Dodge, Salem, Me. and none of the manufactured lum buck; Alfred Noreros®, 160-pound dote; twro trips, using Nome, Alaska,, a® about 15 days to the pursuit of deer
The members
ber.
On the first trip she bag- and other big game.
Walter Holme®, 100-pound buck; Wil- her base.
Smokers, my “ government seal” cig
Th® fire occurred about 10 o’clock liam CaihiLl, 100-pound buck; H. Big-! £ed 837 walrus, which were discharg of the party will be Joseph Blanch
ars are better than, most 5
cent last evening and is supposed to have
Latouche at ette, Odelon Blanchette, F. T. Dutil
sett, 100-pound doe. Of this number ed into the freighter
cigars.
Send $1.50 for trial box of caught in the engine ncom.
The
Nome and sent to Seattle.
On the and P. L. Savoie, all crack shots:,
50 cigars and be convinced.
J. FI. wind was blowing hard at the time four were killed outside the town
second
expedition
a
crew
of
twenty and the deer that gets, away after
limits, on the east side. Thr.ee others
Harden, 195 South Mulberry street, and it was impossible to save
the were killed in town by outside part skilled Eskimaux killed 516 walrus, one of these hunters gets a bead on
Dept. A., Mansfield, Ohio.
bim will have to do some quick dodg
property.
ies, which leaves the' number shot in from which, were obtained 100 tons
ing.
They
had
just
got
organized
and
of
hides,
4,000
pounds
of
ivory
and
Monson 12 for the week.
It is gen
FOR SALE—Side-board, chains, din
ing table, wood stove and few- otlien started up for the winter’s work and erally believed that the Large num 165 barrel® of oil.
household articles.
Mrs. S.
G. were planning to do a large amount ber of deer that have made their
The sporting fever lias broken out
Haley, Phillips.
< of business and it will be a big loss home oai Ea®t bill have moved farther
at Watertown and other cities of
to. both the owners and the work- east to Brimfield. and Wales.
This
f
Northern New York, and hunters are
FOR SALE—A first-class fox
deg. men employed.
is very discouraging new® for the
Maine Woods has frequent inquiries
having the time of their lives. The
to
It is impossible at this time
Sold with seven days' return privily
for maps of the fishing regions of the
huntsmen, in view of the fact that
Elks of Watertown set the pace state, etc. We can furnish the follow
ege to reliable parties. W. C. Pul give an estimate of the loss.
the fish and game clubs of Wales
Tuesday evening by a game dinner ing maps:
len."Walnut Hill, Maine.
and Brimfield have practically every
$. 50
to three hundred members, the pen Franklin County
bit of the land in those towns post
Somerset County
.50
FOR SALE— Square piano at a bar
alty imposed by the winners of a Oxford County
,50
ed.
The situation viewed from all
gain.
Inquire of Mrs. Etmrna Shep
game hunt.
Venison,
partridgei, Piscataquis County
.50
angles would indicate that very few
.50
ard, Phillips.
squirrel, plover and duck were serv Aroostook County
dear are to be killed in Monson dur
Washington County
.50
ed.
Outing map of Maine, 20x35 in
1.00
ing the open Season of 1915.
Geological map of Maine
. 5
With, tine very large number of
Lewiston Journal—Cramp Morse is R. R. map of Maine
.-H5
hunters that have been in the woods now spending much of his time in Androscoggin County
.35
.35
each, year on the open week
for the bush and says that he never Cumberland County
.50
deer it is very remarkable that there knew bird hunting better than this Hancock County
Kennebec County
.35
Saturday, November 6.
have been no accidents. The hunts yearKnox County
.35
Preparation for thie open week on men are to be congratulated fer the
Lincoln and Sagadahoc Counties
.35
^eer is now in full swing in Mon fact that they have responded
Dr. J. T. Hindi, W. H. Sherman Penobscot County
,5o
to
.36
son, Mass.
Although the
reports the many warnings that have been and Master Roger Sherman returned Waldo County
.35
relative to the number of deer in given and have used a great amount to Bar Harbor from Tank Pond re York County
In doing the morning shifting in the rural districts of thie town is
of care.
Two or three cases of care cently bringing with them 30 black
the Farmington yard, a heavy Maine discouraging the hunters are not
lessnes® on the part of some cf the ducks which they shot in a single
Central freight train was coming too disheartened.
They are preparing younger hunters were reported last day.
As the state laws oniy permit
fast to make a coupling and shoved for the open week in as careful and
year and it would appear to be wise
the end of their train over a car painstaking a manner a® they did in
to repeat the warning to all that it
hunter or stepper, and struck
two former years, when from reports and
is impossible to exercise too muchi
Sandy River box cars containing their own observation®, they
were ear,e when handling guns loaded with
household goods belonging to O. P. i positive that there were deer in large
la^ge buckshot and slugs, when there
Walker wtt o was moving from Free ! numbers in Monson, and that their
is such a Large army of men in the
man to Farmington, knocking
the ; chances for success were good.
woods.
Sandy River cars off the track and
It is very apparent that reports
over the bank.
relative to game of all kinds have
The wrecking train ,wa® sent from ! beeij, sent in for publication without
Rumford in charge Cf Assistant Sup sufficient
personal
investigation.
erintendent Lovejoy and the derailed Many men have been misled by those
cars were all righted up and placed reports and have ccrae fronx a consid
on the track.
A Greek was arrested recently at
erable distance to Monson to enjoy
The damage to rolling stock and the sport.
They have returned to Laurel Hill cemetery, Saco, while in
goods ha® not been estimated.
their homes, as a rule, very much die the aet of shooting a squirrel. When
found
couraged, and with, anything but a brought into court ft wras
kind feeling for the reporters whose
glowing articles on game in abun
dance had enticed them to try their
j luck so far from home.
D o you feel, M r.
The big game week which opens,
The above mentioned rai’rcad has Monday, the 15th, at sunrise,
and
Put out a new guide book cf the closes Saturday, the 20th, at sunset, Reader, that your abili
Rangeley Lakes and Dead River re promise® to be much Less fruitful in
\
gions.
It contain® a fine map of this section than in former years. ties are coining all they
the whole section.
It will be sent This conclusion has been reached
free cn request from
either the after a very careful investigation of are w orth?
Portland or Phillip® office.
conditions.
Mon,son has for
the
W h y not do a little
past fiv^ years been one of
the
Tlhe Sandy River & Rangeley best hunting grounds, in Hampden
prospecting with a
Lakes railroad is now
putting in county for the deer hunters.
The
large number of sheltered spot® in “ Situation W a n ted ” ad?
the rural districts' in all sections of
Monson make ideal winter quarters <JThe possibilities are
for the doer.
Their usual habitationfs are in sheltered spots
near worth the small expense.
springs, brooks, and small pond®,
where they are protected from the
tee and snow by the thick evergreen
and find browsing good. Near the
W illia m F. N y e is the great
THE PLEASURE
sheltered spots where they delight to
est authority on refined oils in the
congregate there are, many open
Of an Occasional Trip to
world. He was the first bottler; has space® which furnish, gras® for food,
a® well a® the good food that is
PORTLAND
the largest business and N Y O I L
furnished them from the small fruit
is the best oil he has ever made.
Will Be Greatly Enhanced If the
trees that are on many of thie farm®.
N Y O IL
The great number of farmers from
all section® of the town who have
HAS NO EQ U AL.
been interviewed in the past relative Is the Hotel Decided Upon as a
Beware of scented mixture® called
Home During Your Stay.
oil. Use NYOIL on everything
to deer in their
section, reported Positively the Only First-Class Modern
where a light oil is needed. It pre
that they had seen, less deer
t'hi® House In the City, With All Conven
vents rust and gives perfect lubrica
year than in any year since the first iences Including Hot and Cold Running
tion.
open season.
Thosie w,ho reported Water and Local and Long Distance
Sportsmen, use it liberally on
Telephone in All Rooms.
your firearms and your rod.' You will
seeing a few deer daily in their sec
Just
a step from iHonument Square
find it by far the best. Hardware and
tion® state that since the large asporting goods dealers sell it in large
Restaurant Connected. Rates Reasonable. |
mount of shooting for birds and squiir Take the "Jitn ey” or Munjoy Hill car f o n
bottles (cheaper to buy) at 25 c. and
in trial sizes at 10 c. Made by
rel®, even, those have gone to parts Union Station.
European Plan Only, Rates $1.00 and up.
unknown.
BEST ROOMS IN THE CITY
W M F. N Y E ,
The number of deer shot in Mon
H.
E.
TH
U R STO N .
R. F. HIMMEI.EIN.
New Bedford, Mass.
son each year up till 1914 was larg
P roprietors.
er than in any other town in the 1

Winter Operations Just Started in
With Plans for Large Amount
of Work.

MAPS OF MAINE
RESORTS AND ROADS
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Monson Hunters Not Discouraged
CARS BUNTED
OFF THE TRACK by Reported Scarcity of Deer.

Supt. Lovejoy Comes from Rumford
With Wrecking Train.
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Conduct* a first class job printing departn ent
which specializes on Camp and Hotel work

RAILROAD NOTES
OF INTEREST

W h y not let us Help
you

witH y o u r

a d v e rtisin g ?

We design and print Books, Leaflets Folders,
etc., and would be pleased to furnish samples,
dummies and prices on request.
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SAFETY

F IR S T

H U N T IN G .

New Jersey lias only
to hunt deer, the last
nesdays in October and
Wednesday in November,
the opening day this

four days
three Wed
the first
and yet on
Sfport was

She Baked
Today
With
^

H er bread
w ould take the
blue r i b b o n at
any d om estic
science e x h ib i
tion, her cake is
a marvel of fine
lightness — and
. her pastry —you
ought to taste it!
All because William
Tell is milled from
Ohio Red W in ter
Wheat by our own
process. Goes farther too—both
e c o n o m y and g o o d eating
served by ordering

H.

McKenzie Trading
Phillips, Maine.

big game hunter must wear a com
plete outer suit and cap of white.
Another province has a penalty
clause for accidentally
shooting a
(person.
If the hunter is
found
guilty he must pay a fine ranging
from $500 to $1,000 or face an im
prisonment of six month®, and he
loses the privilege of purchasing a
hunting license for the next
ten
years.
These are safety-first warnings of
the law which are not heeded. The
way not to kill human beings in the
hunting field is to know what you
aim at.
Don’t guess. Stop, look,
listen—this mean® safety first and
no regrets afterward.

NEW MANAGEMENT
AT WEST END HOTEL
Founder of Eagle Hotel at Bruns
wick May Be Proprietor
While there have been many rum
ors as to the future of the West
End Hotel in Portland which closed
its doors to the public Friday, Oct.
29, it is generally believed that the
hou&e will open in a short time un
der new management. F. J. Harrigen, a well-known hotel man for
merly of the Eagle Hotel of Bruns
wick, and for some time manager cf
the hotel at Dover Plaint, bad made
an inspection of the premises with a
view of taking over the house. Tike
hotel building is owned bv the Davis
estate of Portland.
Mr. Harrigan was the founder of
the Eagle Hotel and managed tOie>
hostelry until be disposed of it to
the present management some three
years ago.
The furnishings cf the hotel are
owned by Col. Herman N. Castner
but so far as can be learned no ef
fort lias been made for their pur
chase from W i’illiam H. Gulliver to
whom Mr. Castner made an assign
ment in favor of the creditors.
It i® not expected that there will
he a long delay in opening the hotel
if it is decided to do so, as * it is
realized that every day the hotel is
closed it means a loss of it® former
patronage.
The building is a large one, cap
able of housing many guests, and is
ir. every way adapted for a public
house.
The inabilities are stated as
$41,000 and the assets, the furnish
ings of the hotel.
About $14,000 is
due the William G. Davis estate,
owners of the building, for rent.
S U B S C R IB E

FOR HUNTERS, TRAPPERS,
FISHERMEN AND SPORTSMEN

NOW

FOR

M A IN E

CANADIAN WILDS

HUNTING DOGS

Ihandling, treatment,
The information they contain is re
% > 0 0 3 -'
[breeds, etc., best
rvvliable, having been gathered from ac
jadapted for n i g h t
jhunting, as well as
tual expiences and successful experi
[gun dogs for daylight
ments of men who are leaders in the
[sport. This book is
[not intended for the
different branches covered by these
Ifield trial dog men,
works.
jbut is for the real
|dog men who delight
These books should be in the
chases that are
hands of every man who goes into
genuine.
Contains
the woods, either for pleasure or 253 pages, size 5 x 7 inches, with 45 illus
trations, 26 chapters as follows:
profits
Part 1—Hunting- Dotfs, N isht Hunting1. The

FOX TRAPPING

A

BOOK of
instructions^-^
tells how to trap,r*ll
s n a r e , poison
and shoot.
A
valuable b o o k !
for trappers. If I
all the methods! J
as given in thiss,['
had been stud-1 j
ied out by one1 i
man and lie had| j
begun trapping1 r
when Columbus1 1
discovered |
America, more Mb
2ft
than four h'un-Ea
dred years ago
_
he would not be k j ■*
half completed. This book is edited by A.
R. Harding and contains about 50 illustra
tions, and about 200 pages, is divided into
22 chapters, as follows:
General Information; Baits and Scents;
Foxes and Odor; Chaff Method Scent;
Traps and Hints; All Round Land Set; Snow
Set; Trapping Red Fox; Red and Grey; Wire
and Twine Snare; Snare, Shooting, Poison;
My First Fox; Tennessee Trapper’s Methods;
Many Good Methods, Fred and the Old
Trapper; Experienced Trapper Tricks; Rey
nard Outwitted; Fox Shooting; A Shrewd
Fox; Still Hunting the Fox; Fox Ranches;
Steel Traps.
Price, postpaid, cloth bonnd, 6 0 cents.

SCIENCE OF TRAPPING
SC 1E H C X -

T M E fliS

D1

E S C R IBES the
fur-b e a r i n g
animals, their
nature, habits
and distribu
tion, with

practical

methods for
their capture.
Contains 245
pages, size 5
x 7 inches,
with 40 illus
trations. The
c h a p t e r on
“ Tracks and Signs” is worth dollars to
young and inexperienced hunters and trap
pers, as the author shows drawings of the
footprints of the various animals. The au
thor is personally acquainted with some of
the most expert trappers in North America,
and has also followed the Indians over their
trap lines, and in this way learned many
things which to the white man are uot gen
erally known.
The book contains twenty-four chapters
as follows: The Trapper’s Art; The Skunk;
The Mink; The Weasel; The Martin; The
Fisher; The Otter; The Beaver; The Musk
rat; The Fox; The Wolf; The Bear; The
Raccoon; The Badger; The Opossum; The
Lynx; Bay Lynx or Wild Cat; The Cougar;
The Wolverine; The Pocket Gopher; The
Rabbit; Tricks and Signs; Handling Furs;
Steel Traps.
Price, postpaid, cloth bound, 6 0 cents.

DEADFALLS AND SNARES
BOOK of
structions f o r 1
A
trappers about these

PALMER ENGINES AND
LAUNCHES.

The 'Hudson’s Bay Company; The “ Free Trader”
Outfitting Indians. Trackers of the North, Provis
Night Hunting Dog—His Ancestry. Training ions for the Wilderness, Forts and Posts. About
the Hunting Dog. Training the Coon Dog. Train Indians, Wholesome Foods, Officer’s Allowances,
ing for Skunk, Opossum ami Mink. W olf ana Indian Packs. Indian Mode of Hunting Beaver.
Coyote Hunting. Training for Squirrels and Indian Mode o f Hunting Lynx and Marten. Indian
and Rabb ts. Training the De®r Hound. Training Mode o f Hunting Foxes. Indian Mode o f Hunting
—Specific Things to Teach, Trai ung—Rundom Otter and Musquash, Remarkable Success. Things
Suggestions from Many Sources. Pari 2—Breed to Avoid, Anticosti and its i urs, Chiseling and
ing and Caie o f Dogs—Selecting the Dog, Care Shooiing Beaver, The Indian Devil, A Tame Seal,
and Breeding. B-eeding, Bn eding (Continued), The Care o f Blistered Feet, Deer Sickness. A Case
Peculiarities o f Dogs aqd Practical Hints. Ail of Nerve. Amphibious Combats, Art of Pulling
ments o f the Dog. Part 3 Dog Lore—Still trail Hearts, Dark Furs, Indians are Poor Shots, A
ers vs Tonguers, Music. The Dog on Hie Trap |Bear in the Water, Voracious Pike, The Brass
Line, Sledge Dogs o f the North. Part 4—The j Eyed Duck. Good Wages Trapping. A Pard Neces
Hunting Dog Family—American Fox Hound, The j sary. A Heroic Adven tire. Wild Oxen. Long Lake
Beagle. Dachshur d and Basset Hound. Pointers! Indians. Den Bears, The Mishap of Raison.
and Setters, Spaniels. Terriers—Airedales, Scotch
Price, postpaid, cloth bound 6 0 cents
Collies, House and Watch Dogs. A Farmer Hunt
er—His Views, Descriptive Table of Techivcal
Terms.

Co.,

Special 2 1-2 II. P. engine for canoes
and light boats, $48.00. Largest stock
in Maine. Catalogue free. PALMER
BROS., 39 Portland Pier. Portland, Me.

STEEL TRAPS]

Price, postpaid, cloth bound 6 0 cents.

FUR FARMING
BOOK of g :
information
A
about fur-bearingl:

^
,wv.. ^

-

... .

fr e e

animals, en clos-li
tires, their h abits,!}
1 F A R M IN G
care, etc., and is 11
t h e recognized! j
authority on / a r i l
—now in
fourth edition—
written from in
formation secur
ed from reliable
sources, includ
ing U. S. Govern
ment r e p o r t s . !
Demand for furs
is increasing yearly while the supply is be
coming less.
Fur farming is a profitable
industry. Book contains 266 pages, 39 il
lustrations from photographs; 15 chapters
as follows;
Supply and Demand, What Animals to
Raise; Enclosures, Laws Affecting Fur
Family,Box Trap Trapping, Fox Raising, Fox
Raising in Canada, Skunk Raising, Mink
Raising, Opossum Raising, Muskrat Rais
ing, Raccoon Raising, The Beaver and the
Otter, Killing, Skinning and Stretching,
Deer Farming.

raising

I

S A valuable
book for home
steaders. hunters,
prospectors, guides
etc.
The writer,
Mr. A. F. Wallace,
an' e x p e r i e n c e d
land surveyor, land
cruiser and pros
pector, in his intro
duction says: “ T o
the men who fol_
low the compass.
the trap and the trail, this work is inscribed.
It is not intended for the ‘•Professor’ who
can tell you all about things after they are
done (by someone else).” * Contains about
200 pages, 5 x 7 inches, good quality paper,
with nearly 40 illustrations and contains 20
chapters tis follows:
Maps; The Compass; Examining and Lo
cating; Early Surveys;. Comer Marks; Mis
cellaneous Information; Points for Home
steaders; Prospecting for Gold; Sampling
.Ore; How to Locate a Claim: Poor Man’s
Ore Mill; Prospecting for Fur; In spectin g
for Pearls; Prospecting for Bees; Rations
and Camp Cookery;: Camp Kits; Guns, Axes
and I’ ackstraps; Building; Cabins; Tanning,
Etc.; Getting Lost;:The Red RiverTrapper.

JPrice, postpaid, cloth bound, 60 cents.

MINK TRAPPING

HIS is one of the
T
m o s t practical
books on woodcraft
ever written contain
ing valuable informa
tion for, all lovers of
the great outdoors.
The author of this
book has spent years
in the woods, so
knows what is want
ed by the woodsmen,
mountain men, pros
pectors, trappers and(
the hardy outdoor people in general. It
contains 274 pages and 68 illustrations.
There are 19 chapters as follows: Pleasures
and Profits of Camping, Selecting a Camp
Outfit, Clothing for the W oods, Pack Straps,
Pack Sacks and Pack Baskets, Cooking
Utensils, Beds and Bedding, Firearms,
Hunting Knives and Axes, Tents and Shel
ters. Permanent Camps, Canoes and Hunt
ing boats, Snowshoes and Their Use, Snowshoe Making. Skis, Toboggans and Trail
Sleds, Provisions and Camp Cookery, Bush
Travel, Traveling Light, Tanning Furs and
Buckskins, Preserving Game, . Fish and
Hides, Miscellaneous Suggestions.
Price, postpaid, cloth bound, 6 0 cent*.

SCIENCE OF FISHING

,T!

HE most practial book on fish
ing ever published.
, 9SCIENCE o r
T h e author says;
FISHING
“ For those who have
caught them, as well
as for those who
never have.”
This
book describes the
fish, tells their habits
and H O W , W H E N
and W H E R E to
catch them; also tells
____________ H tfiithe K IN D of tackle
used for each fish,
|Book contains 255 pages, more than 100
I illustrations, 22 chapters as follows:
Remarks on the “ Gentle A lt” ; Rods;
Reels; Hooks, Lines and Leaders; Elies;
Artificial Baits; Landing Nets, Gaffs, Tackle
Boxes, Etc.; Bait Casting; Fly-Casting; SurfCasting, Trolling, Still Fishing, Etc.; Use of
Natural Baits; Handling the Hooked Fish;
Fishing for Black Bass; Pishing for Trout
and Salmon; Pike, Pickerel, Muskeltunge
and Pike-Perch; Sunfish, Carp, Catfish and
Suckers; Fishing for Tarpon and Tuna;
P’ishing for Other Sea Fish; Making, Repair
ing and Caring for Tackle; General Informa
tion; Commercial Fishing; Distribution of
P ish— Good Places.

1

of trapping. A val-sJ[
uable book for trap- j
pers as it tells in a I
plain way what you! I
want to know, tiia t -j]
is if you want tolTlj
catch mink.
This I]
book is edited by Lj
A. R . Harding, con-jf II
tains-about 50 illusT’fj
trat ions and nearly F'I
20c pages, and isl I
d i v i d e d into 2oh| j
j
chapters as follows: t j
General Informa-®*
cion; Mink and Their Habits; Size and Care
of Skins; G ood and Lasting Baits; Bait and
Scent; Places to Set; Indian Methods; Mink
Trapping on the Prairies; Southern Methods;
Northern Methods; Unusual Ways; Illinois
Trapper’s Method; Experienced Trappers’
Methods; Many Good Methods; Salt Set;
Log and Other Sets; Points for the Young
Trapper; Proper Size Traps; Deadfalls; Steel
Traps.

:.

Price, postpaid, cloth bound, 6 0 cents.

Price, postpaid, cloth bound, 6 0 cents

M A IN E W 0 0 D S ,

SPECIAL OFFER

Phillips,
Maine

A n y o n e o f th e a b o v e 6 0 c b o o k s a n d o n e y e a r ’ s
su b sc rip tio n to M A I N E J j W O O D S , o u tin g e d itio n

I

the

CAMP AND TRAIL METHODS

07?

BOOK of in
struction, giv-|
A
ing many muthodsl. _t

KI BES

ESCR
arious makes
van.’

Price, postpaid, cloth bound 6 0 cents.

Price, postpaid, cloth bound, 60 cents.

Land Cruising and Prospecting

« D

and tells how to use
them. Also chapters
a£on care of pelts, etc.
SjfiThis book contains
=t|333 PaRes. 5 x 7 in-.
w a n d 130 illustrations,
firprinted on good qual
Entity heavy paper. Just
s [the book that trappers
U h a v e long needed.
1 |(lives the history of
steel traps, how made,
sizes for various ani
mals with detailed instructions on where and how to set. This
book contains 32 chapters as follows:
Sewell Newhouse; Well Made Traps; A
Few Failures; Some European Traps; Proper
Sizes; Newhouse Traps; Double and W eb
Jaws; Victor, Hawley & Norton; Jump Traps;
Tree Traps; Stop Thief Traps; Wide
Spreading Jaws; Caring for Traps; Marking
Traps; How to Fasten; I low to Set; Where
to Set; Looking at Traps; Mysteriously
Sprung Traps; Good Dens; The Proper
Bait; Scent and Decoy; Human Scent and
Signs; Hints on Fall Tapping; l and
Trapping; Water Trapping; When to Trap;
Some Deep Water Sets; Skinning and
Stretching; Handling and Grading; From
Animal to Market; Miscellaneous Informa
tion.

Price, postpaid,.cloth, bound, 6 0 cents.

a n d o t h e r home
made traps by A. R.
Harding. This book
contains 232 pages,
sizes 5 x 7 inches,
and 84 drawings and
illustrations, printed?
on good heavy pa
per. The most com
plete book on howjfi
to m a k e “ home
made” traps eve:
published. Building
deadfalls and con
structing snares, as
explained in this book is of value to trap
pers where material, saplings, poles, boards,
rocks, etc., are to be had for constructing.
The book contains 28 chapters as follows:
Building Deadfalls; Bear and Coon Dead
falls; Otter Deadfall; Martin Deadfall; Stone
Deadfall; The Bear Pen; Portable Traps;
Some Triggers; Trip Triggers; How to Set;
When to Build; Where to Build; The Proper
Bait; Traps Knocked Off; String Pole Snare,
Trail Set .Snare; Bait Set Snare; The Box
Trap; The Coop Trap; The Pit Trap; Num
ber of Traps; When to Trap; Season’s Catch;
General information; Skinning and Stretch
ing; Handling and Grading; From Animal to
Market; Steel Traps.

SEND ALL
ORDERS TO

ELLS about the
Hudson Bay Com
pany; Northern Indians
and their Modes of
Hunting, Trapping, etc
Provisions f o r t h e
Wilderness, Things to ri
Avoid, etc., etc. The
author (Martin Hunter) j
was with the H udson
Bay Company for about I
40 years— from 1863 to L
1903 and the informa L|
tion is given from al
most a half century’s 1
experience. This bock contains 277 pages,
thirty-seven chapters as follows:

ESCRIBES in a
practical man- T
D
[ner, the training,

W OODS.

William
Tell
Flour
C.

1915.

The object aimed at was a human
being, who was killed.
The other
T he following books arc endorsed
victim, wa® in line with a deer and by leading publishers, hunters, trap
the shot passing over the deer kill
pers and sportsmen in North America.
ed him.

International! warfare broke forth in
Notwithstanding all that game
Toledo the other day. •Fifteen nat- Ilaws do to induce the hunter to
tonalities competed in the scrimmage, niake sure that it is a deer he is
and although, the result ha,s not yet aiming at, these killings continue
Out of thirty-six
reached this pajpar, it is certain that year after year.
(States where there is an open sea
there was a spirited contest.
It all happen,ed at the Bdigewaiter son for deer, practically half of
Gun Club, where squads of five men* them insist that only bucks may be
each, representing fifteen over-seas killed, one reason being that
the
countries, met at the traps for a trap hunter must make sure of knowing
Pennsylvan
shooting tourney.
Among those pre wh,a‘ lie is aiming at.
shall
sent and shooting for their respect- ia requires that deer killed
the
ie heme lands were Germans, Irish, have horns two inches above
at
French, Hebrews, English,, Hungar hair, New York and Vermont
ian®, Italians, High Germans, Scotch, least three inches long, and West
Chinese, Russians and Greeks.N So Virginia four inches long, while Cali
far as could be learned, up to the fornia prohibits entirely the killing
hour of going to press the shooting_ of spike bucks, or deer with unwas all confined to the regulation at- ' branched horns.
tacks upon clay targets, but the specA Canadian province insists that a

tutors, i,f not the contestants, must
new and then have had in mind the
possibilities of an interchange of hos
tilities in imitation of the great all
comers’ struggle abroad—but the in
fluence of trapsh,noting is always to
ward peace and good fellowship.
The meet was unique in many resuects.
Perhaps the most noticea
ble feature was the presence of the
'first Chinese squad to shoot at the
traps in this country, so far as
known.
The celestials, all young
men, were quick to acquire the ways
of the American sport.
Three of
toe squad shot Remington gun®, all
used Nitre Club Shells, and all were
able to make initial scores varying
from 8 to 16 cut of a possible 25.
The names of the men comprising
the Chinese team are strange to the
American eye—Henry Yee,
Louie
Quog, Henry Get, Bd Keota,
John
Sew.
The promoters of this many-nationalities shoot provided a novel at
traction and undoubtedly drew the
crowd.
but
the
greatest
thing
they did was again to demonstrate
the fundamental democracy of our
republic and it may be that trap
shooting will act always as a rally
ing point around which this democ
racy may continually be exemplified.

11,

BOOKS

! marred by the killing of two hunt
CHINESE SQUAD
ers by their chums.
One
main
“ saw an object behind a bush: and
A FEATURE thinking it a deer, fired his gun.’’

Representatives of Fifteen Nations
Meet at Traps in Toledo.

NOVEMBER

$ 1.25

M A IN E

W OOD8,

krtfet Tips andHuti€in2 Helps
by Alfred PvLarie
Send Questions' toi'ir. L<

A

New

Questions and Answers Department
of Interest to Shooters

P H IL L IP S ,

M A IN E ,

NOVEMBER

11, 1915.
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shotgun barrels do not stand any j than on a 12 gauge shotgun, or en
such pressure®, and the manufactur ough so that it is not accurate?
er When oallled to task admitted that
Ans. Iteco.il about 12 to 13 ft.
the barrels were
made of steel lbs.
Tlhe recoil of a riffle has noth
which had tills tensile strength, per ing to do with its accuracy.
square inch, which is entirely dif
6. Do the Peters Ammunition Co.,
ferent from saying that the barrels tie Western Cartridge Co. and the
themselves would stand that pres Robin Hcod Ammunition Co. make
sure, 60,000 lbs. per square inch ammunition for the rifle?
would have blown the particular bar
Ans. The Peters Co. does and 1
rel in question to pieces like a fire think also ti e Western
Cartridge.
cracker.
Shotgun shells do not The Rolbin Hoed Co. no longer
develop a pressure of more titan 8,- makes s>portin.g ammunition.
000 lbs.’ per square inch.
7. Would tills rifle, when fitted
2. Would such load, if used con with a sling strap be any handier
tinually in such barrel, have a ten about carrying?
dency to, weaken it?
Ans. A sling strap on a rifle i.s
Ans. Any standard American-made useful, ©specially when the hunter
rifle for this cartridge will stand has other luggage.
continual use of the high.
power
38.55 cartridge without tendency to
weaken.

Making a Lantern Out of
Pail.

Lard

An excellent lantern for camp us©
can be made out of a five-pound lard
can.
Here’s how it is, done: Take
the wire handle off an ordinary lard
can or small pail and replace this
handle on the pail so that one end
;s attached in the regular way and
th© other end is attached to the bot
tom of the pail.
The wire is easily
joined to, ti e bottom by punching a
hole in said bottom..
Place a smaj/l
candle cn the side of the pall-—which
is now the bottom.—and you 1ave a
reflector lantern that will throw a
strong Might for 20 feet in the woods.
As to. the effectiveness of this little
instrument, I know of one instance'
where an injured man was packed
out of the brush at night over rough,
trails, two lanterns similar to the one
I have described furnishing all the'
light necessary.

W. S. A., Vienna, Va.
when used with black powder?
Will you please give me the rela
Ans. The accurate range cf the G. G., New Era, Mich.
tive advantages and disadvantages of .32 W. C. F. cartridge is 150 to 200
1. Dees the No. 3 Target grade
hammer and hammerless shotguns?
Remington carry up better at 200
yds.
Ans. This is a rather delicate
Protecting “ Bob” W hite.
2. Is tbe .38 W. C. F. model 1873 yards than the No. 1 Standard be
subject with some sportsmen,
and carbine accurate up to 300 yds.? Is cause of the longer barrel, i. e., us
“ Bob’1’ White has received complete
ing the ,22 long rifle cartridge?
I'm sure to tread on someone's toes P powerful enough/ for deer?
protection in 12 states, in many other
Ans.
They
W
ilil
give
equally
ac
no matter w !at I say.
With only
Ans. It is supposed to be ac
instances the season is a short one.
one or two exceptions, aill of the curate from 150 to 200 yds.
At 300 curate results.
The states protecting him are New
2. Would you advise using .32
new models of rifLes and shotguns yds. its accuracy is not great. Now
York, OOiio, Michigan, Wisconsin,
which l:ave been brought out wiicbiin adays it is not considered powerful shorts in a .32 caliber rifle chamber
Idaho and Oregon.
Perhaps his de
ed
for
Dong
rifle?
the last five years or so have been enough for deer.
fenseless condition in the other
Ans.
I
would
advise
against
it.
In
of tlie hcmn’ e-leis type.
The dis
3. Is th© .35 caliber model 1895
states should be regarded as a tri
tinct tendency, at least from the un- a good rifle for moose?
How far fact, it is .always best to use the
It is folly to sleep on bare ground bute to his powers of passive resis
cartridge
for
which
a
riffl©
is
chamb
biased observer’s viewpoint is there-1jo e s it shoot accurately?
His chief- eueimies, after all
Short cartridges, in a long if one can help it, says a writer in tance.
fere toward the
hammerless type, j Ans. The cartridge is powerful ered.
the November Outing.
A bed of are n,ot human beings.
Polecats,
chamber,
no
matte,r
what
the
(cali
The principal advantage claimed for enough for the game you mention,
ber, will cause leading and gas cut- balsam browse is not excelled, if weasels, cat®, fox.es, minks and com
the hammer type is that it is very p is accurate up to 500 to 700 yds.
properly made and frequently
re mon oats accunt for a large number
easy to tell whethep the arm is cock
4. What is the effective range of in g in time.
newed;
but
iit
take,©
fully
an
hour
to of young birds and a still greater
3. In buying a 1912 model repeat
ed or not.
Certainly this is true, the .401 self-loading rifle?
make
one
right,
and
on
many
a number of eggs.
Coons are espec
but to anyone at all familiar with,
Ans. The accurate range is 300 ing shotgun, 12 gauge, full choke, campground there is no browse, not
ially fond of the latter, and Mr.
would you get the 30 or 32 inch bar
the hammeriess types it is not an to 500 yds.
As a substitute one White, has need cf all hiis cunning
rel?
I wish to use it for rabbits, even spruce.
advantage, because you can tell
may use grass, ferns, the moss off and powers of endurance if his little
partridges,
ducks
and
geese.
Doesn't
whether a hammerless gun is cock-1 W. M., New York
c ’ d fallen trees, or even dead leaves. brood is to be brought to maturity.
ed or not just as easily.
The ham1. I am a lover of revolver shoot the 32 inch barrel shoot closer at
Such stuff, however, packs hard and
nierless types claim the following ad ing, though I am just a beginner, long range?
Buckshot Ballistics
, ,
Ans. Your choice should be deter spreads from under one unless con
vantages: Better appearance; there but ever since I l ave been in New
For years I carried
is nothing to interfere wi'Jh, line of York City my guns have been cold mined by your preference as to the fined in a bag.
If any man wonders why buckshot
a bag of common bed ticking for this
Now would you please balance you desire.
siglit; it is safer because' there i® and silent.
The length of
so often fail® to kill, he need only go
purpose,
2%
feet
wide
by
6*4
foot
do chance of such, accidents as oc tell me where I may shoot around the barrel doe® not have any effect
long, and weighing only 1 1-3 lb®. into tlhe field and test it for range,
Cut West where ou its close shooting qualities'.
cur with hammer types due to let New York City.
pattern and penetration.
He wall
ting the hammer slip when cocking they have no Sullivan Laws, one
4. Wouldn't Lesmok powder be A pillow bag, similarly stuffed with
find that it has two principal weak
spare
clothing
atoip,
was
not
the
it or letting it down to the safety goes out of the city line and shoots better than black for reloading 25-20
First, it scatters so badly
least important item in my very liigl: nesses.
notch, or by the hammer catching on — here I even don’t dare to have cartridges?
that except at very close, range it is
kit.
When
caie
has
room,
it
pays
That is why
c.othdng or branches, thus causing J my guns in my room.
Ans. Lesmok powder gives wond
impossible to land more than a
I left them with a friend in Jersey erful results in the twenty-two cal to carry a small feather pillow or a
accidental discharge.
few shot on the game; and, second,
down
cushion
about
12
by
18
inches'
City.
iber rim fire size®, but should not
it is sadly lacking in power when it
R. A., Lipscomb, Texas.
The
cotton
mattr
esses
made
for
j Ans. There is no rang© that I be used for loading larger cartridges.
doe® land.
The carrying power of
1.—Please print the maximum
camp
cots
som
get
damp
and
hard.
of where you could shoot in
a buckshot cannot be compared to
range and penetration of the
.22; New York City.
L. A., Clairton, Pa.
Use a folded wool comforter.
.280; .30; .33 and .35 Newton HP
1. Please let me know what is
An air bed is luxurious in moderat that of even the smallest bullet.
2. Is it possible for me to get a
cartridges; also the range, penetrat permit to have the guns in my the best automatic pistol, pocket weather, but too cold to use late in
T H E F IS H E S ' B U T C H E R .
ion, velocity and energy of
the room and carry them to ti e range in size?
the seascai unless well insulated wfit1
.256 Newton with the new 140 grain a bag, even if I am not a citizen of
Ans. In selecting a pocket auto blankets or a felt pad.
The thin
By Charles Bradford
bullet.
matic pistol', buy from a reliable ner the bed the less objectionable it
these great United States?
“ What’s all this talk about trying
Ans. I do not know what you
Your choice should is in this respect, as it does not.
Ans. I doubt it very much. How manufacturer.
want the maximum range for, as it ever, I would suggest that you ap be governed by your individual pre- then steal so much of one’s animal to stop snapper fishing? Now, as
far as this young marauder is con
is of no earthly use as far as hunt ply to the Chief Clerk to the Chief ference with regard to weight, bal heat.
see
ing or target work goes.
All
of City Magistrate, N. Y. City, who will ance, arrangement of safeties, etc.
Camp blankets should be all-wool. cerned, I would just as leave
the high power rifles throw a bul give you definite information cn this You can’t tell from catalogs
just A cotton or part-cotton o,ne is mud the netters gobble them before they
let farther than is of any practical 1pCja^
how a gun will fit your own hand. mi re prone to absorb moisture fren get big enough to start on their mis
use for target or bunting work. The
3. Does the Sullivan law apply iGo to your sporting goods dealer |the damp woods air and to hold that sion of destruction. When the snap
per reaches a pound or over it is fit
penetration also does not indicate to rifles, too?
ard look them over.j which exude® from the body of the
to destroy any tiling its size.
The
anything except the number
of
2.
I’d
like
to
have
a
Smith
&
\
sleeper,
hence
it
is
clammier
and
Ans. The Sullivan Law does not
boards a bullet will go through. It apply to rifle®.
Wesson .35 caliber.
Do youtliink j colder than wool.
The difference grown-up fish can do more damage
does not indicate killing power. The
|may not be so noticeable in the dry than all the net® man ever made.’’4. What New York City
Clubs R is good and strong?
cartridges ycu mention have not bee are there?
Ans. Yes.
lair of a heated bedroom, but it iwlifli 0. U. K., in The New York Press.
standarized and are not made up by
Th© bluefish is the fishes’ butcher,*
quidity make itself felt in the woods
Ans. As far as I know there are E. M. T., Buckfield, Me.
any of the Larger ammunition factor but three clubs in N. Y. City which
Another bad quality of cotton is that lie slaughters surface fishes* for the
ies so that it is rather difficult to a,re organized for revolver shooting.
fire will spread through it from an be ttom fishes to feed upon. His, kiLi
give accurate figures. . I would sug —The Crescent Athletic Club, which loading rifle a good gu,n for deer ember cast out by the campfire, ma is enormous, but *it is not wan
gest that ycu write to the manufac has a pistol range in their Brook and large game?
wnareas the coal would merely burn ton on the part of th© bluefish; be’®;
Ans. It is powerful enough for
turer.
'
simply doing his duty as ordained, b y
a hole in wool.
lyn clubhouse; tie Rifle and Revolv deer.
2. What is the difference between er Club of New York, Inc., and the
Th© warmest blankets for their the gods of nature.
2. Does it have a smooth work
pyro and nitro cellulose powder? Manhattan Rifle and Revolver Assoc
weight are those made of camel’)?
Five thousand bluefisfli will kill 20,ing
action?
Which is better?
hap.
They are expensive, but one 00J herring (menhaden) or perhaps,
iation.
An®. Yes.
Ans. Th-ere is no difference
at
of them i,s as much, protection as two weakfisbi—bite the victims in two,—
3. How many rounds of ammunitall between pyro ceilulose and niiitro W. L., Lewiston, Me.
c jjumen woolen blanket®. They are in a few minutes.’ time. The butcher,
cellulose powder.
Pyro cellulose is
1. I saw your answer to A., Au ion could be used with ordinary care favorites among experienced travel will eat a few specimens, but the
simply a grade of nitro cellulose, in burn, Me., where hie asks the breech of the barrel ?
e r all over the world.
bulk of the kail,! is for food for the
Ans. About 2,000 to 3,000 rounds.
which the nitration is between 12.4 pressure of 38.55 cartridges, black,
numerous species that exist o,n. the
4. How far is the longest
range
and 12.6.
It is therefore impossible low pressure and high velocity. You
The Fine A rt of Moose Calling
ocean bottom, innumerable tribes that
to say that either is letter, as they give for H. V. 35,000 to 38,000 lbs. at which it is accurate?
do not as a natural trait come to the
Ans. About 300 to 400 yds.
are the same tilling, one being simp t“ the square inch.
Now, is t11at
Several principles should always b surface to obtain their food—the
5. Is the recoil more noticeable adhered to in whatever style
ly a particular grade cf the other.
a safe load to use in rifle having a
one crab, clam., oyster, scallop, sea bass,
to nsill© strength of 50,000 lbs. to sq.
calls.
The first i® the depth of th© biackfish, bergall, porgie, etc.
R. W. W., Dublin, Va.
inch?
volume of sound necessary to imitate
These animals have other food be
1. How far will a .32 W. C. F.
Ans.
Reliable manufacturers in
the cow.
When, one considers the sides that furnished by the bluefish
model 1873 carbine shoot accurately
tremendous area of lung power at —in the same manner as th© biped
this country use steel in barrels to
handle the 38.55 cartridge having a
her command one can see how man is not altogether dependent upon,
is handicapped.
He must therefore the meat market man—'but th© bluetensile strength, of 60,000 libs, per sq.
bring mechanical means to hi®1 aid. fish’s. supposed murderous conduct
inch or better.
You have not shop
•iDO
How to Treat Them
The making of the ‘‘horn” or “ caller’ is only in accordance with the wise,
ped to figure the actual area expos
contributes very largely to the vol provisions of nature, and the so-called
A village doctor once said: “ If my ed to the pressure cf the inside of
m
patients would take care of their lit the shell.
ume and depth of sound. This should destructiveness cf tlhe young bluefish
For instance, in th© Gov
tle ailments, they would seldom need s'ament Springfield rifle, the load
he fashioned of very thick birch bark (snapper) is the natural training of
me for a serious illness.” A head
^A hoary patriarch of the forest must the youth in the perfection of the
ache, a disturbed stomach, a bilious Jeveh ps a pressure of close to 50,contribute his years and growth to it. adult.
attack, a little indigestion, Or a cold 300 ibs. per square inch. Tile actual
in its first stages, are not serious in rearward thrust upon tine breech bolt
The bark of such a tree will be aSimile:
The broad,bill duck feeds
themselves; the danger is in what s, however, about 12,000 to 14,000
bout 1-16th cf an inch thick. When the brant goes© and other su.rfaiceOppo»ite State House, Boston, Mass.
they may lead to. Many New Eng
exposed to t!’© air after being strip swiimming wild fowl. The brant does
Offers room with hot ar,d
You see the area, of the head
land people have found a sure remedy Lbs.
cold water for $1.C0 per day
for these common ailments in “ L. F.” of the she.’ll is very much1 Less than
ped from the tree it will curl—with no* dive, but his main food is the to,p
and up, which includes free
Atwood’s Aledicine. 'l hey say it is one-half a square inch'. In figuring
the
inside outside.
Make the horn part of eel grass that grows under
use of public shower baths.
like having a doctor in the home.
that way and it will be easier work water.
The broadbiHl duck dive®
the bursting pressure of a barrel,
Your family needs it. Just say “ L. F.
to your druggist. He will understand you must ‘figure the actual area ex Nothing to Equal This in New England ed and more durable, as it is not so and cuts th© eel grass—the, roots for
what you mean; he has calls for u posed to the . pressure and the crossliable to scale off.
Use two thick himself and the top' parts for the
Rooms with private baths
nearly every day.
for $1.50 per day and up;
nesses all around and fasten th© in brant, etc., that pick it up as it
section of steel which resists
this
suites of two rooms and bath
Buy a 35c bottle at your nearest pressure.
ner and outer edges on an overlap ficats on the surface.
‘‘Scoff ye
A mistake was made
for $4.00 per day and up.
store, or write today for a free sample. some little time ago by one of the
of a quarter of an incli with brass not at Nature in thy bewildelment;
ABSOLUTELY FIREPROOF tacks, close together and well clinch deride net the gods because of thy
FREE.-r-On receipt of a yellow outside
wrapper with your opinion of the medicine, co,mpian\©& manufacturing shotguns.
Strictly a Temperance Hotel
we will send one of our Needle Books with a They stated in an advertisement that
ed.
With this cm© should he able own shortcoming.
Seek
and ye
Send for Booklet
good assortment of high grade needles, useful
j to arouse the curiosity of any hoc- s’ all find.
To hl'm that hath shall
their barrels would stand 50,000 ' to
in every family.
STO RER F. GRAFTS
G en .
Manager
|mally conditioned bull.
be given.”
Now,
“ L. F ” MEDICINE C O .,
Portland, M e. 60.000 lbs. per square inch.
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treatment for his arm recently injur made her home with her son, C. C. I felt so truly sorry for her that I
relatives in Lynn far two months.
Murphy the past few months, suffer decided, at the risk of having her
Mr. and Mrs. Ira D. Hunto/on ame ed.
turn upon me, to drive the male avi siting Mrs. Huntoon’s
sister
at
Mr. and Mins. Earle PiiMisbury have ed a shock Tuesday morning and her
way.”
,
concluded their duties at tlhe Garri- condition is quite serious.
KinjgfieM.
Bill did interfere, and it' is be
Friday afternoon about 3.10 inhab
Mr. and Mrs. Rose Robbins
and gue’s farm and have returned to
cause
of that action, he is convinc
itants
were
rather
surprised
to
see
son, Howard of Reed’s Mill are visit their home on the Kennebago road.
ed, that lie is alive to-day. Separat
SpilLer’s
la
m
on
Dallas
Hill
burst
Mrs.
Amos
ElLiis
has
been
quite
ill
ing Mr. and Mrs. Leon Robbins.
A crew of men were ing the pair required considerable
Mr. and Mrs. F. C. Porter and flam at the ihpmie of her daughter, Mrs. into flames.
Snyder
at
work
threshing
grain
but
so courage and a cool head.
The latter pant of the
ily and Miss Irene Kempton, spent O. R. Rowe.
l ag both.
While other
keepers
quickly
did
the
flames
spread
that
week
she
wi’,1
go
to
Dr.
Reiss’
priv
the week-end at Dodge Pond.
(Special CorreiDondence.)
the men had just time to get
the threatened. tlhe~ big bear by pushing
A. M. Hoar, D. E. Hinkley
and ate hospital.
Rangeley, November 10.—Miss Lil
five horses out.
The farming tools, poles between the bars, Snyder
Miss
Faye
Worthliey
has
returned
Daniel Spencer are at Mountain
about 15 tons of hay and nearly 200 quietly slipped into the bear pit. He
lian Pratt left Thursday morning for
View making repairs on the Moun from Grant’® Camp®, where slhe has
when
Providence, R. I., where she will do
bushels
of grain were in the barn an crept close to the pair, and
been employed the past season.
tain View House.
table F°rk the coming winter.
C. M. Cushman spent the week-end Mr. Spiller had recently made im tne male, exasperated by the poking
H. C. Riddle, Harrison Amber, J.
bars,
with his family and returned to Ken provements and repairs on the build of the keepers outside the
Clyde Pillsbuiry, son of Mr. and
A. Russell and party, Chas. Switzer,
ing.
Much sympathy is felt for Mr. ceased boxing Jess’s ears and mude
nebaigo Monday.
Mrs. Fred Pillsbury, wais operated
Herman Huntoon, R. H. Ellliis and J.
on for appendicitis1 at the
Central
Mr. and M m Howard Grant have1 Spiller as there was no insurance on a dash for his tormentors, Bill deftly
Lewis York attended the Bowden nMr. Spiller feels very pushed Jess into the small cave in
Maine General hospital,
Lewiiston.
rented the Chas. Huai toon house on t.Le building.
Maine football game at Brunswick
grateful for the material help given the rocks and put a temporary bar
pwing to the young man’s
critical,
Luke street for the winter.
Saturday, making the trip by auto
condition his parents were sent for
Mrs. Frank Badger wras admitted t him by friends including gifts of rier in front of her. As the mate
mobiles.
but at present the patient is very [
membership in the Pythian Sisters money and a ton each of hay and turned in fury upon him, Bill slipped
This building wais one of outside, escaping by a very narrow
comfort able.
Hiig sister, Mrs* Mel-1 Miss MJadge Cairll of. Waterboro, Tnursday evening.
Following
the straw.
Me.,
is
a
guest
of
lier
cousin,
Mrs.
the
landmarks
of the village and margin.
vin Nile, accompanied him.
work a lunch of salad®', sandwiches,
Joseph D. Vaughan.
could
be
seen
from everywhere in
cake,
fmit
and
coffee
wlas
served.
Bill got the reward for Ills act of
Berne Ellas is occupying the up
Mis® Sarah M. Soule entertained a Fifty-five members wore in attend town.
kindness several days ago Wluen the
stairs rent in the tenement bouse
and ance.
Mrs. Earl Huntoon, Mrs. J.
At the Men’s League Saturday male bear attacked him, and, to
at the corner of Allen and School party of 15 Camp Fire Girls
Vera Sherman Hoar, Mrs. Chafe. L._ Harn evening a report was made from the quote the head keeper, “ almost got
streets.
At Sprague has moved to Miss Muriel Hoar and Mis®
Ever since Bill
interfered
the upstairs rent in the
Blodgett Adams at her cottage over Satur den were on the refreshment com engineer’s survey regarding the elec me.”
Needless to say all en mittee.
C. L. Hamden very kindly tric lighting plant to be installed at with, tine big bear the latter has been
house.
Ervin Wilbur is occupying day night.
assisted with the coffee. This Thurs Kennebago falls under tine name of seeking a chance to even the score.
the rent
recently vacated by A1 joyed a fine time..
Among the attendants the incident
Clare ne'e Meade left the first of -tii day, Mrs. F. H. McLain of Stratton the Oquoissoc Light and Power Co.
Sprague in the Reuben
Wilbur
District
week for Lewiston, where lie
will ! visits the Temple, being
“ Buster,” the beautiful big yellow has been a subject of conversation
house.
Albert Carlton is- at Redington. for be employed during the Christmas Deputy.
cat owned by Mr. and Mrs. Wm. P. and there l as beeji unanimity of op
Ernest Dunham has moved to the Mason is boarding at T. Freeman inion that the bear would in time
the winter, where he is employed as holidays.
Susie W. Cloudman of South Wind- lower tenement of the Wm. Moores Tibbetts’ during the absence of Mbs. “ get square” with the keeper. Since
timekeeper for Vose.
the affair the bear lia-s been unusual
Leon Hoar lias concluded his dut barn, Me., is the guest of her cous house.
Eugene Soule.
Mrs. Deck Lamb was operated on
ies at E. C. Hinkley’s and will . be in, Mrs. Frank Gile.
A piano fund lias been started by ly quiiet, a bad sign, ,the keepers all
Miss Winifred Hinkley starts for Tuesday and little Hazel, daughter oi the High school pupils to be used agreed.
employed by Rolia Toothaker, who
will lumber on the south side of the Bath. Thursday, where shie will visit Mr. and Mrs. Florain Tibbetts was m purchasing a piano for the assem
Twice since the incident Snyder
lake.
during a two weeks’ vacation from operated on Wednesday at Dr. Ross’ bly room.
Las been in the brown bear’s pit,
private hospital.
Mrs. Fern
Phil-Elmer Voter and Frank Horeyseek her duties at the hank.
Kenneth Blanchard of Highland and on tinese occasions the big male
were guests of Chas. L. Hamden
Frank Pbilfbrick is spending a few brick is also at this institution recov
of
Falls, N. Y., was a recent guest of has greeted him with a show
Tuesday.
Wednesday they started |days with his son, Fred Fhillbriok at ering from an operation. Mrs. Sam Dr. and Mrs. F. B. Colby.
Young Ifriendliness.
Indeed, upon the secLeonard has so far recovered as to Blancbard is to spend the winter in end occasion he permitted him to rub
for Little Kenneibago stream on a Portland.
hunting trip.
Mrs. Harry Brown and children of Ibe able to return home.
the Maine wToods and will be employ-1^!ls ^eax^> an a<:^ that deceived SnyGrange
H. P. Smith and friend, Mr Per- 1CopLin were calling on relatives in j Saturday evening at the
Icler, ^nimal student though he is, Lneci as clerk at Savage’s camps.
a chicken supper was served by the
cival are at the Smith cottage for town Sunday.
; to thinking that the big fellow bad
the Minting.
They have as guides,
W. E . Tibbetts and son,
Payson men.
! either forgotten or forgiven.
Eugene Soule and Ren Gilo.
Herbert L. Welch and E. B. Her
left Monday manning for Boston,
} Entering the cage to assist
the
Mrs. Eugene Soule is the guest of where Master Payson will
receive rick were up from Haines Landing to
: regular keeper in cleaning out the
attend Mason
meeting Wednesday
|cave, Bill was busy in the narrow
evening.
The ladies accompanied
interior wihen the body of the b.?ar
them and spent the evening
with
blocked the narrow entrance and he
Mrs. E. I. Herriick.
looked up from hdis work to find the
Mayor and Mrs. H. R. Porter of
Her brute almost upon him, growling
Auburn are guests of Dr. and Mi's.
and watching him with, malevolent
F, B. Colby.
OTTER POND CAMPS
eye®.
Are open to accommodate sportsmen tor fish
An automobile carrying five deer
inpr and hunting. Send for circular.
“ I sprang to my feet.” said Snypassed through Main street Tuesday
M ID D LG DA M . MAINE
GEORGE H. McKENNEY, Prop..
BiLi -Snyder, head keeper in the
. der, “ for I realized that the big fielj In one of the best localities for fishing and morning.
Oaratunk, Me
Zoo in Central park, New York,
j hunting in the Rangeley Region. Camps with
Miss Phyllis Robertson and friend owes his life to Jess, a big brown low was in deadly earnest, and that
or without bath. For particulars write for free
|circular to
of Farmington Normal passed
the bear from the Rooky Mountains. As i in the little cave be practically had
CAPT. E. F. COBURN,
it was
about
week-end with Mr. and Mrs. A. L. he explained to an audience of me at his mercy.
Lakewood Camps,
Middledam, Me.
j the tightest place I have ever been
RANGELEY. MAINE
Robertson.
friends in the hay house, whale he
in except for the time the Bengal
VIA RUMFORD FALLS
Rob Welch ha® gone to “ The Bal was mighty glad to be alive,
what
J. LEWIS YORK. Prop,
|tiger tried to snap my hand off.
Best Salmon and Trout Fishing in Maine. Fly sams,” N. H., where he lias employ
particularly pleased him about Jess’
fishing begins about June 1. Send for circular.
House always open. JOHN CHADWICK & CO., ment on a large summer hotel which
“ I jumped up and backed against
efforts in lid® behalf Mias that it jus
Upper Dam. Maine.
is
being
built
there.
tified
him
in
breaking
a
life-long
rule'tb*
wal1’ determined, if I ecu,Id to
F I S H I N G
Mrs. Rue Prescott and children of against interfering between male and hire the bear forward so that his
AT
Come to PIERCE POND CAMPS
between
where you are sure o f getting game. deer, bears Berlin, N. H., are visiting Mr. and female of a species when they were shaggy bulk would not be
John @arvilie’s (Samps and
birds. Reduced rates. $15 license. Send Mrs. A. L. Oake®.
engaged
in
a
dispute
that
threatened
.
me
afllld
tb,e
entraru
(''
fo
r
circular.
at Spring Lake
only chance, I figured, for, unarmed,
C. A. SPAULDING.
Caratunk. Me.
A delicious harvest supper
was j harm to neither.
S&loion. square tailed and lake trout. My camps
I knew' I had not a chance of get
served at the Grange hall by the
krefoaet charmingly situated on the shores of
“ Animals are much like human be
SpEtag Lake, well furnished, excellent beds, I
ting away from his great paws. The
Ladies’ Aid assisted by AL Sprague.
piMTcetof spring water and the table is first-class, '
Go
to
ings,’’ said Bill, and he added, “ You
alanatkm 1.0M feet abavn aea level, grandest efienbear was net U> be lured from bis
A large number wrere present and
BLAINE VILES’
e*y aad pare mountain air. Hay fever and malaria
all know- that discnetioai as well, os
strategic, position, and slowly advanc
Uttloamm. Spring Lake furnishes excellent lake
all declared this supper up to the
safety first forbids a man interfering
txout and sal men. fishing aad in the neighboring: \
ed, keeping between me and the one
usual high standard.
Following the
stapamseed ponds are abundance o f brook trout.
Maine
between a man and his wife.”
Buakboard roads only 3-lg miiee. An ideal family Dead River,
d ance for freedom,. Then he struck,
supper a sociable wTas enjoyed in the
summer nesoct. Telophase communications with
Fishing, Hunting, Excellent Accom 
It wa® one day last week that and with one sweep sent me up aMilage and doctor. References furnished. Terms
hall
above,
music
for
which
was
modations, Reasonable Prices.
reasonable. Address for full particulars,
furnished by Mrs. C. B. Harris. A- Jess had'tihie chance to prove that gainst the stone side of the cave.”
Special Sunday Dinners.
JOHN CARVILLE. Flagstaff. Me.
she had not forgotten and was not
What happened in the crowded
bout $23 was cleared.
John Thibodeau has finished work ungrateful for the keeper's part in a few seconds after that was told by
Blakeslee Lake Camps
Round M ountain Lake Camps. W rite for free j
purely domestic happening of several Hurton, who ran to the bear dens
booklet. DION O. B L A C K W E L L , Proprietor. 1at Loon Lake and will go to StonJOSEPH H. WHITE, Proprietor
this as soon as the keeper spread
R ound Mountain, Maine
{ ington, Conn,, will ere lie has employ months ago that came about
the
Best of Bear, Deer and Bird shoot
way.
Bill
was
climbing
the
hill
oea4 news that Snyder had been ‘ ‘gotten’
ment in the factory of Eugene At
ing.
Write for illustrated booklet and
wood.
His brother, Linton will ac the bear oagee on that occasion tr tile big bear.
He reached the
map. Address, Oct. 15 till May 1st, DEAD RIVER REGION
The Sargent. Up-to-date in every company him, remaining for the win when Bob Hurton, his assistant, call den just a® the bear advanced from
Skinner, Me. Summer address, Eustis,
Maine.
particular. Maine’s ideal family vaca ter, but plans to return in the sipring ed hi® attention to the fact that the the entrance and made a swdpe at
big male brown bear was very ir Snyder.
tion resort. Good fishing and hunting and continue Ms auto work.
He. too, thought it was all
Section Cuisine unsurpassed.
E. F .
Mrs. J. Lewfis York and son are ritable and that Joss, hi® mate, was up.
They had not counted upon the
Look, Prop’ r, Eustis, Maine.
When her mate
on a trip to New York.
Mr. York evidently greatly afraid of her lord gratitude of Jess.
Keeper and assistant ! struck out for Snydle.r, Jess seemed
accompanied them as far as Port and master.
reaiize that something was wrong,
land.
York Camps are a busy place srood for a few minutes and watched
PACKARDS GAMPS
He wras lumbering up and gj-e qu^^iy moved to the side of
even now’ for preparations for winter the male.
Rangeley Lakes
are in full swing and it’s no small down before the pool in the centre the big fellow', and Hurton says,
Rangeley,
Maine
job to make everything snug
and of the corral, and every once and a peered over his shoulder into the in
Thoroughly first class. The hotel for
while he would growl low and glare terior of the little cave. She saw
Open from May 15th to Dec. 1st. right for the corning season.
Maiae vacationists, tourists and sports
at Jess, who was then occupying a Snyder reel against the wall,
Trout and salmon fishing. Deer, part
Mrs.
Frances
Berry
has
added
a
and
men. All farm, dairy products, pork
remote corner of the family home.
ridge and duck hunting.
large
line
of
remnants
to
liar
line
of
then slhe got. into action.
and poultry from our own farm, enabl
sample goods in anticipation of the
“ That bear is going to make
‘‘That she-bear,” said Hurton, “ just
ing us to Aerve only fresh vegetables,
RANGELEY TAVERN 8 LAO VIEW HOUSE holiday season.
trouble,”
commented Hurton as he hauled off, and before her mate
meats, butter, cream, eggs, etc.
On Rangeley Lake.
Mr. John Lamb, an aged and much and Snyder took their way along the could have an inkling of what was
American plan. Send for circular.
T horoughly modern. On direct autom obile
at hill to the gun house.
going to happen she let drive, and
route. Tavern all year. Lake View House respected citizen, passed away
luly 1 to Oct.
the
home
of
his
daughter,
Mrs.
Walt
Hurton,’e prediction wras fulfilled t :e male Shot forward, sprawling alBest fishing and hunting. Booklets.
COME TO CARRY POND CAMPS
er Weld.
For many years he mad liaif an hour later when a keeper: most upon Snyder.”
N. H. ELLIS & SON, Props.,
Raugeley, Maine.
for the fall hunting and be comfortable.
his home with Mrs. L. E. Bowley. arrived at the elephant bouse and
There is difference of opinion as
A furnace heated house when too cold
Further mention will he made next told the head keeper that the big to just what happened next, but
for log cabins. License for deer shoot
week.
bear was raising ructions up on the Hurton is authority for tlbe statement
ing now fifteen dollars. Write for
Frank L. Gardiner, proprietor of hill.
To the bear cages went Sny- that Jess, after her attack upon the
further information.
Deer, Bear, Partridge and Woodcock the New Elm House, Auburn,
HENRY J. LANE,
has der, and half the keepers in the park) male, reached into the interior of
Carry Pond, Me.
Via Bingham shooting. New locality open to hunt no cause for complaint.
During his followed him.
They found that the the cave and dragged Snyder cut by
ers. Write to
recent hunting trip with C. L. Harn male hear was ‘‘taking it out” on his the back of hde collar. He scramble
H E M O N S. BL A C K W E L L,
Saddleback Lake Campa,
MOOSELOOKMEGUNT1C HOUSE
den, guide, he secured two fine deer mate, according to tlbe bead keeper, ed to his feet and w>as soon outside
AND LOG CAMPS.
Dallna. Maine.
as trophies to take home.
and that she had already been re the cage.
Heart o f the Rangeleys. Baht fishing regionTthie bag hear is still out
Jpecial June and September rates. Booklet.
Mrs. Lyman J. Kempton left last duced to a state where she had given to get (him, Snyder says, and as for
. MRS. F. B. BURNS.
Thursday for a visit with her sister, up defensive measures.
Jess, Bill confided to hd® friends:
LAKE M ILLM AG ASSETT
Mrs. Daviis ait Rumford.
There* was no real danger threat “ Gee, but she is a great old girl.”
B E A SPOILT
September fly fishing for Big Trout. Plenty
Mr. and Mrs. F. H. Kempton en ened, Bill explained to lid® friends
and go hunting this fall- Y ou will find good, o f partridges and deer. P. O. address Ox Bow,
w'-.rm camps, good table and good beds at the
Maine.
tertained Mr. and Mrs. Riley Hinkley when he told the story. “ The, male
E v e ry Issue of M a in e W oods C a r
W ESSELL CAM PS
and son and Mrs. Lucy Hinkley in was holding Jess in a corner
and ries a F re s h W h i f f o f th e
P in e
M a d t w a s K a L a k e s , M a in e RANGELEY LAKES
honor of the latter’s birthday, which boxing her ears. Jess had given up, T re e S ta te w ith it. W h y N o t Sub
P. O. Address STOCKHOLM . Me. 3 miles from
Camp Bemis, The Birches. The Barker. Write
B. & A. R. R. on good auto read. Rates 12.00 for free circular.
occurred Sunday.
hut she really appeared to be suffer- scrib e and G e t a S te a d y B ree ze All
per day. $10.50 per week.
CAPT. F. C. BARKER, Bemis, Mainei
Mrs. Margaret Murphy, who has ing more from humiliation than hurt^the Year.

MEN SERVE
CHICKEN SUPPER

One of the Old Rangeley Land
marks Burned Nov. 5.

Where To Go In Maine
LAKEWOOD CAMPS,

YORK C A M P S ,

LEDGE HOUSE AND CABINS

W EST EN D
HOTEL
H. M. CASTNER, Prop’r.
Portland, Maine

HUNTERS

BILLY SOULE'S NEW CAMPS

BIG SHE-BEAR
SAVES OLD FRIEND

Finds Keeper Menaced by
Mate in Zoo Cave.

